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And last, but not least, courteous operators who always treat you with the respect you deserve, making shopping at Grizzly a pleasure!



If you have bought from us before, you w i l l recognize the above points, b u t if y o u haven't tried us, then we're all losing out. O u r past customers make our best references.
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Methods of Work



Making large pulleys; angle blocks; avoiding sprayer cleanup
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Questions Answers
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Restoring an old tool chest; catching glue spots; thinning NGR stains



34



Follow-up



Feedback on finishing; plate joinery safety tip; chairs from dowels



1 06 Electric power-carving tools are quick and accu rate. Judi Bartholomew discusses them on p. 81. Cover: The Wooton Patent Desk was the showpiece o/the best 19th-century businesses (article on p. 52).
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Letters Why design for breakage - I once asked an 86-year-old French cabinetmaker, ''Why do so many people faithfully copy repro duction furniture with all the bad joint designs and no allowance for wood movement?" He looked at me, smiled and said, "Be cause they are stupid, and often know no better. To copy is good, but you must know what you are copying; you must cap ture the spirit of the design. And you must understand your ma terial. Many museum pieces are poor examples to start with. But you don't make kindling out of 200-year-old wood!" So often I read articles and aud10rs say "This is what made the leg crack," but they proceed to copy it. Why don't d1ey correct it? I'd be interested in hearing what od1er woodworkers think. -Nicholas S. Tyler, Manotick, Ont., Canada Put up money for trees This letter is for Dan Ray of Middle, Ia. His letter about cutting down some trees in his neighbor hood got me thinking. Instead of just getting a petition signed, why don't the neighbors put their money where their mouths and good intentions are? Offer to pay d1e man the same price that he would get for selling d1e lumber, if he will leave d1e trees standing! Also, cutting a tree is always a gamble when you're trying to get good wood, so what gives him the idea that the wood in his neighbors' trees would be interesting and un usual? Remember a book is not made by its cover. Even if he did get some spectacular wood, I think he would regret it each time he looked to his neighbor's yard . . . I love wood just as much as the next guy, but sometimes it's better left in the tree. - Tony Konovaloff, Tahoe Paradise, Cal.



-



Take the wood -Regarding Mr. Ray's moral dilemma with the walnut tree: Take the wood! The real problem here isn't cutting and using the tree or de stroying a "habitat." The problem is d1e lack of replanting by the neighbors over d1e years. They remember when everyone had a yard with big trees, but what did they do when the trees died or blew over? If they are like most of the people I know, they said "Good, now I can grow some grass." They should be replanting as t.rees are removed. That way, there are always t.rees of differ ent types and maturity in a neighborhood. Instead of wasting everyone's effort with petitions, Mr. Ray and his neighbors should get out a shovel and plant trees in their own yards. The city may even supply the trees, if asked. Eventu ally, the old walnut will die, petition or not. The people taking down the tree should plant some replacements as well, leaving lumber for the future. By the way, I just took a huge chunk out of my best turning gouge on a buried '12-in. lag screw in a piece of red oak from my neighbor's yard. -AI nde, Orlando, Fla.
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Woodworking me cutting trees - Dan Ray presents a di lemma that we all face. What is the correct action to take? No
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Fine Woodworking



one wants to destroy the environment, but it is not possible to work wood unless trees are cut. Trees don't live forever, but many will live far longer than humans if we don't destroy them. The questions are which tree to cut and when? I suggest d13t attempting to save the ecology is a moot ques tion. The human population doubles every 30 years. The result is that the pressure for materials and land will only continue to increase. Until we stop this population ell.rplosion, every thing that competes with humans for food or space will be killed or destroyed. I share your concern for habitat, but I suggest that the realistic answer is use the tree while you have d1e chance. Even if there are sufficient Signatures on your petition for it to be successful, it will eventually fail. I suggest that within 20 years, maybe even 5 years, the trees will be felled and the land cleared for a shop ping mall or condos. The economic and social pressures are just too strong for the fragile ecosystem to withstand. It takes a century to create an old-growth forest, but any fool with a match or a Cigarette can destroy it in a day. The popula tion of humans doubles and redoubles. That means d1ere are more and more matches and cigarettes. Flood, St. Paul, Minn.
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Freedom more important than tree -The letter from Mr. Ray in the NovemberlDecember issue concerning d1e loss of a "habi tat" for lumber asked for opinions of other readers. Here goes. I love the outdoors and, I suppose, prove it by living in Alaska. We have lots of outdoors here. My favorite part of d1e outdoors are d1e trees. Bed1el is located on d1e subarctic tundra. Unhappi ly for me, trees we don't have. As much as I love trees, I love freedom more. What about d1e poor devil who owns the trees? Is he not going to be allowed to dispose of his property in a legal manner? The fact d1at he "needs the money," although striking a responsive chord, really doesn't have much to do with the problem. Nor do the feelings of d1e cheapskate "do-gooders." If the contentious folks who want to preserve a bit of beauty in their neighborhood are l-eally serious, let d1em buy the man's u·ees and then leave the t.rees for all to enjoy. Imagine their screams of anguish if od1ers u·ied to do unto them as they are trying to do unto the fellow down the street! Shame on them for trying to involve the local government into "stealing" another person's property. We have far too much government as it is. These folks should read a bit of Thomas Jefferson and find OLlt what freedom is all about. -Warren L. Loschky, Bethel, Alaska Retiree turns pro - In response to Perry A. Younker's "How can amateurs turn pro?" letter in FWW #84, I d10ught my short woodworking career experiences might prove helpful. I am 70 years of age and started taking classes in woodwork-
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carving and make useful items, usually with animal or plant themes. I also enjoy making a variety of toys for my children and now grandchildren. I like to design my own projects. My father let my brothers and me work in his shop, and my sons and daughters had the same opportunity in mine. I feel vety strongly that woodworking should be more avail able to women than it is. This counuy suffers from a bias that is entirely cultural. Just look at the ads (in most "popular" maga zines and catalogs-not usually in Dad or granddad is making something, with his woman looking on admiringly (usually with puffy hairdo, pink dress and high heels showing how im possible it would be for her to be doing the work!). It turns my stomach! Why don't tool manufacturers wake up and realize tl1ey have an untapped customer resource consisting of one-half the population. A little intelligent advertising would go a long way! Meanwhile, let's not forget what this male-dominated craft owes to Sister Tabitha (nee Sara Babbirr) of the Harvard Society of Shakers, who, about 1812, invented the circular saw. -Nancy C. Frederick, Hockessin, Del.
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CALLlXG ALL ,rOOD,rORIillRS



Share your best work.



Ru les



1 . You may enter no more than a



total of ten color transparencies of wooden objects made by an individual woodworker or woodworking partnership. You can submit ten photos of a single object, photos of ten different objects or any combination that totals no more than ten. 2. If you enter slides of more than one object, you must enclose a separate ent,y blank (photocopied this page) f r each object.



from o



You must code each photo and its corresponding entry blank ,vith matching identifying letters CA, B, C, etc.) 3. Photographs must be good quality color transparencies. AIl formats are acceptable, including 3Smm, 2Y� in., 4xS, 6x7 and 8x10. Please protect each slide or transparency ,vith separate clear plastic sleeves, not paper or cellophane. The photo background should be featureless and of a neutral color that doesn't interfere with the object. Your name, address and photo code letter must be legibly printed directly on each 35mm slide mount or on a label attached to the protective sleeve of each transparency. cannot accept or judge unlabeled photos.
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Join a



Fi11£ Woodworking



tradition - the new Design Book Six.



Every few years, we ask woodworkers like you to send us examples of their best work for publication in our new Design Book.



Now we're ready to begin work on Design Book and we'd like you to submit photographs of the best work you've done in wood during the past two years. The editors of Fine Woodworking magazine will select about color photographs for publication in



Six,



250 Six.



Design Book



So whatever muse guides your inspiration, we'd like to hear from you.



15, 1991. r,, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Book - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________ __ ____ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ ____ _____________ ________________________________________ a will _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2 ) __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ ____________ _______________ ________ _______________ ________ _________________________________________________ so L---------------------� L_L_-_-__ -__ -__ _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-__ -__ -__ -_ _-_-_-_-_-_ -_-__-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ -_ -_ -_ -_ _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ -_ -_ -_ -_ _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_� We



4. Snapshots, color negatives, color prints, Polaroids and black and-white negatives or prints cannot be published, so they will not be judged.



5. Work submitted must be of original design and completed since The primary material must be wood. There are no restrictions on species, tools or techniques. If it's mostly wood and you made it, you can en ter it.



1988.



Deadline for entries is June



Entry blank for Design



Six



Mail to: Design Book Six, The Taunton Press, P.O. Box 5506, 'ewtown, CT 06470-5506



Namc



Mailing address



Z ip



City



Statc



Daytime phone



Evcning phonc



6. If you want your photos returned, you must include self addressed stamped envelope.



N umber of photos submitted for this entry (make sure each object has its own entry blank)



Otherwise, photos not be 1·etumed. If you ,vish us to



Photographcr's namc and phone



acknowledge receipt of your photos, please include a self addressed stamped postcard that lists the photos submitted. We'll check it off and send it back to you. 7. All entrants, whether accepted or not, may purchase up to ten copies of the book at 25% off the cover price.



8. Decision of the judges is final.



File number (office use)



Titlc and/or function of entry



Code lettcr for photo (Sec Rule



Woods uscd



Dimensions:



Lcngth



Width



Height



Diamcter



This entry form conveys to The Taunton Press the right to publish the photos it describes in book or promotional form. If



you lvish to make additional comments, do



on a separate piece of paper.



We may excerpt what you write for publication.



Letters



(continued)



(and minorities) so we would feel less invisible. As for Cheryl Yee's questions, I am also 5 ft. tall. Early on in my woodworking education, another woman woodworker taught me to make sure my center of gravity is equal to or above a task requiring strength. So I climb up on my workbench to bear down on something if I need to, and I have a 4-in.-high platform I can drag around my shop to raise me up some. (Be careful that your movable platform can't slide out from under you while you're working. ) I have one workbench that is only 30 in. high for low work. I have never found a particular brand of tools that is more comfortable for my size. Also, now that I'm over 40, I've learned not to try to "prove" myself at the expense of my muscles. I ask for help if I need it when lifting and carry ing. (All woodworkers should do this- it's not a gender issue.) Even with the tricks I 've learned about balancing weight and all, it still is disadvantageous to be 5 ft. tall and have arms in propor tion to that height. We just have to be jealous of those 6-ft.-tall folks who have better clearance at their tablesaws, and be extra careful in situations where our height makes it harder. -Denise Grohs, Vilas,



and luck would have it, I moved next to two men who were involved in the trade, each in their own fashion, and that rekin dled my interest. With their help, I have been able to pursue my love of wood for the past five years, and although I am not a great woodworker by any stretch of the imagination, I do it for extra money and just the love of making things from wood. My main interests right now are smaller, decorative items and also Shaker-type furniture. I am also beginning a new line of items in the Southwestern design, such as shelves, wall hangings, etc. Finally, after all these years, I am doing what I love best. Just a word regarding the comments from the lady who said that tools are really not designed for womens' smaller and a bit weaker hands. I absolutely agree with her. We simply do not have the stretch or the strength that most men have, and manu facturers of hand tools should take that into consideration when designing their tools. There are more and more women out there now who have to use these tools, both around the home and when pursuing a hobby. -Joan M. Ambeault, Tolland, Conn.



Tools for small hands-My neighbor, who is a woodworker, brought the last issue of your magazine over to me so I could read the letters concerning women woodworkers. He suggested that I write a letter on the subject. When I was young and in school, I always wanted to take woodworking, but in the '50s and '60s, girls weren't allowed to take shop any more than guys were allowed to take cooking and home economics. Anyway, I was always very interested in wood and frustrated that I couldn't get involved in it. I moved to my present address six years ago, and as chance



About your safety: Working wood is inherently dangerous. Using hand or power tools improperly or neglecting standard safety practices can lead to permanent injury or death. So don't try to perform operations you learn about here (or elsewhere) until you 're certain that they are safe for you and your shop situation. We want you to enjoy your craft and to find satisfaction in the doing, as well as in the finished work. So please keep safety foremost in your mind whenever you're in the shop. -John Lively, publisher
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Prices subject to change without notice
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Q & A (continued) the glue itself is not likely to be a cause of wood deterioration. [George Mustoe is a geochemistry research technician at West ern Washington University in Bellingham, Wash.]
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I've never seen any method for detecting and removing over looked spots of glue before finish coats are applied. I found out the hard way that the finish makes a spot stand out like a sore thumb. Can you offer any suggestions ? Henry, Asheville, Sandor Nagyszalanczy replies: Check for glue spots on your finish-sanded furniture by wiping the wood lightly with naphtha or mineral spirits. These mild solvents won't raise the wood's grain, so you won't have to resand the piece, but it will enhance spots of glue, and they will appear lighter than the sur rounding wood. Remove dlese spots by deftly scraping them with a vety sharp chisel. If you have a light touch and avoid dig ging in widl the corners of dle chisel, you'll leave behind only a smooth, non-glue-spotted surface. You may wish to use a scraper blade instead, especially if dle glue has dried into a smear over a larger surface. For glue spots in dle corners of a carcase or drawer, use a sharp chisel, working it into dle corner from both sides at a low angle, to pop the excess glue out. Ultimately, dle best cure for glue spots is not to use too much glue in the first place. Use just enough to coat dle surfaces or edges d1at are being joined, but don't scrimp exceSSively and leave a starved joint. How to tell when you've used just dle right amount of glue ? Watch dle joint as you apply clamping pressure; a row of tiny "pearls" of glue will be pressed out that are easy to scrape off after they've dried. [Sandor Nagyszalanczy is associate editor of .]
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4 JAW SELF CENTERING CHUCK



The ultimate precision chuck for woodturners. GiVing the accuracy and simplicity
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of an engineers tool. Holding either round or square material from to 4".
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Supplied with internal and external jaws ready threaded



to suit any make of lathe.
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For discerning bowl turners our precision dovetail jaws will hold bowls up
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diameter.



With our wood jaw plates, make your own



latest leaflet.
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Tablesaw pulley problems My Sears lO-in. tablesaw uses the weight of the drive motor to tension the belt. Unfortunately, this arrangement makes the motor and drive pulley cant, causing the belt to climb the edge of the pulley, resulting in noticeable vibration and ex cessive belt wear. Is there some kind of add -on belt-tightening system that will remedy this problem ? -Hugh L. Pryor, Walnut Creek, Cal. Mark Duginske replies: The system that Sears uses to main tain tension on dle drive belt widl the motor weight works well when it is new and properly adjusted. However, when the sys tem is worn or poorly adjusted, dle motor and drive pulley will cant, as you've experienced. In lieu of any sort of complicated
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I like the simplicity and versatility of working with non grain-raising stains, but I don't use color in high con centrations. I can buy clear solution to thin the stain, but it's expensive. Isn't there a more economical choice ? -John Patterson, Staten Island, Michael M. Dresdner replies: Since GR stains are already predissolved, it is not necessary to thin them with their own sol vent. Instead, you can use a diluent-a liquid dlat will dlin dle mixture widl0Ut causing the solution to coagulate or preCipitate. Both alcohol and lacquer thinner are acceptable diluents for most NGRs, but I have seen some that will only accept lacquer thinner. InCidentally, in addition to containing alcohol, most lac quer dlinner also contains one of the "cellosolve" compounds, which are frequently used as the primary solvent for NGR stains. [Michael Dresdner is a contributing editor to and a finish ing consultant in PerkaSie, Pa.]
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How would you make these without and the Fence System , fe ing the exclusive new Stop?



INCRA® JIG INCRA atur INCRA
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The astonishing work shown here is just a sampling of the many new woodworking capabilities that INCRA JIG and the new INCRA Fence System put in your shop. More than just an accessory, this system adds a whole new dimension to INCRA J I G 's already impressive capabilities. At the heart of the INCRA Fence System is the patented aluminum It uses the same precision rack positioning technique found in INCRA J I G to give you all of the capabilities, and more, of having a second INCRA J I G mounted directly to your fence. With INCRA Stop, you can easily



INCRA Stop.



control the length of any cut with true INCRA precision. But that's just the beginning. INCRA Stop's elegant design lets you make an infinite variety of decorative patterns for box lids, trays, door panels, cabinet fronts, and more. To show you how, templates and plans for making the INCRA Wave pattern featured in this ad are included free with each INCRA Stop.
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INCRA1 7"Fence 15 INCRA Right Angle Fixture



The solid aluminum is guaranteed flat and rigid. The sliding extender bar allows you to clamp a stop block up to inches beyond either end of the fence · extremely useful for making long mortises on the router table.



left to right: The Corner Post Dovetail, the INCRA Double Dovetail, and the new INCRA Double·Double Box Joint. The lid patterns were all made using the INC RA Fence System.



having another INCRA JIG mounted directly



• FREE INCRA Wave plans and templates. • Extensive, fully illustrated manual. or as a complete INCRA Fence System.



capabilities.



(Spring clamp not included.)



Also Availal:>le: 26" (26"



• Aluminum Right Angle Fixture for



securely holding your work perpendicular to the table. Glides along the INCRA Fence, or can be used as a stand alone unit.



•



INCRA Fence provides a longer bearing surface and extended INCRA Stop range.



applications. This precision aluminum fixture



Fence requires two INCRA JIGs)



& Templates • The Complete INCRA JIG Video • INCRA GAUGE • And of course, the famous INCRA JIG. . INCRA JIG Handbook



With a highly useful (and affordable) second INCRA Stop, multiple mortises are easy.



A perfect mortise like the one for this wooden hinge is simple with the new INCRA Stop.



The Complete TEMPLATES



a stop block up to 1 5" beyond either end of the fence.



to either end of your fence.



The INCRA Fence System, featuring the patented INCRA Stop, and the optional Right Angle Fixture add a w hole new dimension to INCRA JIG's already impressive



is perfectly square to both the fence and the table. Its intelligent design includes many special features for high functionality and ease of use.



Contains 1 7 different t e m pl at es and full sized plans for making a wide selection of box joints, dovetails,and INCRA Double Dovetails. Included handbook has 1 00 illustrated pages with detailed instructions and tips.



guaranteed flat.



• 1 7" aluminum extender bar for clamping • Patented aluminum INCRA Stop · like



System, the securely holds your work perpendicular to the table. It glides along the INCRA Fence, or works as a stand alone unit for non·INCRA



HANDBOOK 8c



• 1 8" solid aluminum INCRA Fence,



The INCRA Fence, INCRA Stop, and 1 7" Extender bar can be purchased individually



An invaluable complement to the Fence



The O ffici a l iNCRA JIG



TheincluINCRA des: Fence System



The solid aluminum INCRA Fence System is the fence system produced by the
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makers of INCRA JIG. Insist on INCRA accessories.



GENUINE



From basic setups to advanced techniques, you'll learn how to get the most out of your INCRA JIG and the



new



INCRA Fence System on the router table, table saw and drill press. Includes complete step·by·step instructions, by the inventor, for making box joints



as



as well half· blind, sliding, and through dovetails. As an added bonus, you'll get full video instructions and FREE templates and plans for making the INCRA Double· Double Box Joint shown here.
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Q & A (continued) belt-tightening system, I suggest that you analyze the problem and find a way to correct it. Does the position of the motor slip because the bolts that attach the motor to its mounting plate loosen ? If that is the case, I would suggest fitting lock washers under the nuts and star-type (external tooth) washers between the mounting plate and the motor itself. Most hardware stores carry these star washers as a specialty item in a bolt or fastener display. Is the bracket that attaches the mounting plate to the tablesaw frame worn or bent ? If it is worn and sloppy, you may be able to rebuild it by drilling out the hole for the bolt or pin d1at hinges it and using a larger bolt or pin. If the bracket is bent or broken, you can probably order a new one from Sears. Another possible remedy would be to bolt the motor on at a slight angle, away from the direction of sag. This should cause the motor and its pulley to be straight when belt tension is ap plied. If all else fails, you might try bolting a piece of angle iron to the motor bracket under the frame to keep the motor steady. [Mark Duginske is a woodworker, teacher and author who lives in Wausau, Wisc.]
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For the past several years, a friend has been having difficulties with the claro walnut buttstock of his Browning shotgun swelling and splitting. He says the prOblem developed because the company made the stock from "salt-cured" wood about 20 years ago. Could this be the cause of the problem ? -Sinclair Chiles Bethlehem, Pa. Jon Arno replies: I'm unaware of any wood seasoning process involving salt and I 've never heard the term "salt cured" applied to anything other than ham. However, if you are right that the stock is claro walnut, there is a very good chance this could be



W.



III,



the cause of the problem. The term claro is often used for walnut harvested from commercial walnut plantations in California and Oregon. Since these trees are grown for nut production, they are almost always grafted using English walnut, jugians mgia, as the scion and the native Hind's u t, j. hindsii, as the rootstock. The wood that develops in the lower bowl of the tree around the graft union is beautifully figured and makes a very showy veneer. Unfortunately, it is also loaded with reaction wood, making it very unstable when cut into lumber. Although most woods tend to split as they shrink, you mention that your friend's gun stock is "swelling and splitting," and this further suggests the presence of reaction wood. Unlike normal wood, reaction wood is prone to significant shrinkage longitudinally along the grain as it dries. When exposed to an increase in humidity, it has a tendency to swell and separate from the adjacent, normal wood tissue. In my mind, the one remaining mystery is why this swelling and splitting problem didn't begin until more than a decade after the gun was manufactured. Typically, if a wood is going to have a stability problem, it shows up relatively soon after the item is put in service. In answer to this, I can only offer a couple of possibilities. Perhaps the finish has finally worn to the point where it is no longer providing an effective moisture barrier. Or maybe the gun is being exposed substantially higher humidity than it was before. This might be the case if your friend has moved from a dry climate to a more humid one, or if he has changed the place where he stores the gun to one that is more humid. Uon Arno is a wood technologist and consultant in Schaum burg, IlL ]
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CT-200, CT-200L 8" Jointer · 9"
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Patented Drum Design
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dissipates heat for hours of steady use, offers greater strength and durability, dimension stock to within ,01 of



NEW Abrasive Take-Up Mechanism



Dependable extra hands for all types of clamping and work-holding jobs: woodworking projects, home maintenance, and furniture repair.
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NEW Dual Drum Super Max The only dual drum sander that lets you easily change grits for any abrasive combination.
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keeps abrasive tight, accepts any grit of abrasive.
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Follow-up



by Dick Burrows



The price of an heirloom-We often receive questions from readers interested in knowing the cost of building a particular piece of furniture featured in Fine Woodwol'king. And even though most of our readers are amateurs who don't have to turn a profit on each project, they are still very concerned with how many hours must be invested to complete a major piece. Recently we received a pretty good analysis from one of our readers that I think is worth passing along. Chris Odea of St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada, built the pencil-post bed de signed by Chris Becksvoort #76). He said he generally followed the plans and procedures presented in the article, but did have to laminate the posts from 2-in.-thick cherry, because he couldn't find stock as Becksvoort had. Since he didn't have a shaper, he also had to take another approach to tapering the posts. He bandsawed the first four tapers on each post and then dressed them on a jointer. To form the adjacent tapers to complete the eight sides of each post, he resorted to a plane and belt sander after laying out the tapers with the sparmakers' gauge described in #41. "Keep in mind dlat I'm a hobbiest when it comes to wood working and so I may take more time for specific jobs than some of your more accomplished readers, but I thought you and your readers would be interested," he said. Here is Chris's time sheet: Dress and glue up four rough posts- 4 hours Dress and bandsaw four-sided taper on posts-6 hours Mark and plane corner tapers on posts-7 hours Dress and tenon head and foot rails- 4 hours Install angle iron brackets in dadoed channels-4 hours Sand four posts-3 hours Drill mortises in posts- l hour Drill posts for bolts- 2 hours Sand head, foot and side rails - l hour Fit and adjust rails and posts widl bolts-3 hours Dress wood for headboard- l hour Cut headboard, mortise posts for same, tenon headboard, sand and fit - 1 2 hours Dress wood for tester-3 hours Dado and fit tester-4 hours Finish-sand and stain widl two coats of varnish- l 0 hours Assemble bed and install bolts and caps-2 hours. All totaled, the project required 67 hours. The cost of materi als was 625 (Canadian), including $475 for rough cheny, $90 for bed bolts and caps (including shipping and duty) and 60 for angle iron, screws, varnish and other items. Was it worth it ? Chris seems to think so: "The project and the end result were very rewarding and I look upon this bed as a family heirloom that will be passed on to subsequent generations. "
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Feedback o n



chairs



from dowels - Brian Boggs, a chairmaker from Berea, Ky. , was disturbed by our recent article on building a rocking chair with components dlat started out as dowels. Among odler dlings, he was upset by some of the joinery used by audl0r Ken Oldfield. "In any armchair and especially a rocker, a lot of stress con centrates at dle rear arm jOint," says Boggs. "This is tension stress, which the dowel jOint is radler poor at resisting (see Un derstanding Wood by R. Bruce Hoadley, p. 127, The Taunton Press, 63 S. Main St., Box 5506, ewtown, Conn. 06470-5506). Old field's arm joint will not withstand much su·ess. A 'l'2-in. by 'l'2-in. round tenon just won't do. It should be at least 7/8 in. to 1 in. deep and in. dia., widl a locking pin like dle Shakers used." Boggs, who wrote about his chairs in #78, also said he felt dlat making a chair from dowels is not top-notch woodwork ing but hobby-craft. I liked the chair, and also felt Oldfield's ap proach made dle dlair project seem manageable to a person with a regular home shop. Many woodworkers are apprehensive about trying to build a chair, and I hoped this would get them started. As
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always, I'd be interested in hearing your reaction, along with any suggestions on how to help readers chairmaking.
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More thoughts on kitchen design-Dennis Preston of Brook field, Conn. , responded to Frank Klausz's article on building kitchen cabinets #84) with some of the ideas he came up with while completely renovating his kitchen. First, to maximize space and convenience, he suggested sub stituting banks of drawers for the single drawer and cupboard door arrangements usually found below countertop units. Con ventional setups tend "to waste good storage space because only dle front few inches serve as convenient storage; to find anything you usually have to get on your hands and knees and dig out those items behind the front row. If you look into the typical under-counter cabinet, you'll see more space than ng else." As an alternative, he built "graduated drawers on full suspen sion slides dlat range from 2 in. to 10 in. deep, to accommodate all kinds of cutlery, pots and pans, small appliances, etc. When you need something, you simply pull out the drawer and there it is at your fingertips, without digging on your hands and knees. I also utilized the drawer concept under the sink where the two adjacent drawers are designed to fit around the plumbing." He also suggested re-evaluating the idea of locating cabinets over a deep counter. He said d1is arrangement causes problems for shorter people because dley have to reach out and up, and so most cabinets only have two shelves; an else would be out of reach. The space above the top of dle cabinet is usually blocked off by a closed soffit or left open to display seldom-used objects. "My feeling is that dle soffit should be eliminated and the cabinets should run to the ceiling; however, these cabinets should not be located over a 25-in.-deep counter, but radler a narrower counter, say 14 in., so dlat you can get closer and eliminate the great horizontal reach. The 14-in.-deep lower cabi net can have many closely spaced shelves, so that canned and packaged goods are visible and not buried at the back of the cabinet. BaSically, if you are designing a kitchen, or any work space for that matter, don't accept convention without asking yourself whether the design makes sense for the people who are going to be using it."
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Feedback on



finishing



. . . Richard Schrader of Socorro, N.M., wrote to offer a suggestion for folks having problems finding good cloths for applying tung oiVurethane mixtures and other similar finishes. "I use Kim wipes Tissues. They are virtually lint free, chemically inert and free of foreign matter. In putting finishes on pool cues, I've nev er had a tissue fall apart and I have consistently gotten smooth, high-gloss finishes without dust specs as you inevitably get with cotton cloths and other woven fabrics." He said the wipes are available in sizes 4 Y2 in. by 8 Y2 in. or 1 5 in. by 17 in. from most laboratOly-supply firms. He listed Fisher Scientific, 50 Fadem Road, Springfield, N]. 0708 1 ; (20 1 ) 467-6400 as his source. . . . A couple of finishers have pointed out that some readers may have misunderstood a statement in the wood bleaching article in #86 concerning the need to mix wood bleaches before use. These two-part bleaches (sold in hardware and paint stores or dlrough mail-order houses) produce the best effect when used together, but don't necessarily have to be mixed together before they are applied to the wood. As indicated in the article, you can use two separate applicators and in effect mix the com ponents on the wood. Coat the wood liberally with part A, and then wait a few minutes and use anodler applicator to apply a wash of part B while the wood is still wet. "It is impo that part A is still wet and active when it contacts part B, or you won't get the full effect of the mix," said autllor Michael Dresdner. He also pointed out that some manufacturers suggest mixing the two
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150.000 REASON S WHY 1011 SHOULD OWN A SAW ®



, SAW & CARBIDE TOOlS.



0@O



9 Otis St. . West Babylon, NY 1 1 704 1 -8CO-TCT-SAWS (516) 491-1 900



CA 1 -800-221 -SAWS



STELLAR QUAU1Y BLADES with a super-smooth



cut, created for you



-



the professional wood



worker or craftsman. Designed to cut aluminum, Corian, laminate,



wood or any difficult material with ease.



Our complete line of innovative products is as close as your nearest distributor. Call or write for our complete catalog with safety guide and technical information, or call our professional staff for the technical assistance anytime. "THE MADE IN AMERICA BLADE"



READ •



SAN FRANCISCO



NEW YORK



150,000



Biesemeyer's famous T-Square saw fence system fits any table saw. Shown here with our new BladeGuard"" system.



Over in fact, Bob in Buffalo, Jim in Phoenix, Richard in Sydney, Heinz in Stuttgart, The list of Biesemeyer are saw fence owners spans the globe. Why so many? Because Biesemeyer sets the industry standard, The T--Square saw fence system cuts precision parts for all your home shop projects, Safely. Affordably.
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The Wood Sl icer™



Extra-Durable, Precision Resawing Blades for Delta, Sears, Shopsmlth & Inca Bandsaws Slioe through hardwoods up to 12' thick wilh the cleanesl. easiest cuts your bandsaw has ever delivered. Wood Slioer"' blades feature individually filed, precision set teeth which are bombarded with titanium carbide and impulse hardened to stay sharp 3 times longer than ordi nary blades. Carbon-manganese spring steel blade stock is thinner and stronger, allowing high $29.95* tension while wasting less wood and requiring less power from your saw. State-of-the-art welds are unconditionally guaranteed against breakage. Half-inch 3-tooth design ideal for resawing and ripping any wood up to your saW's maximum capacity. 72' (Shopsmith), 73' (Inca), 80' (Sears) . 93-112' (Delta 14'). or 104-3/4' (Delta 14' with riser block).



is



Specify length:



RVOBI Woodcarver™ FAST Stock Removal for Freehand Shaping,



0 ·'" to



/ "



Carving and Chalrmaklng



\



Fit this 4' blade on your 4or 4-112' angle grinder and enjoy the fastest roughing out you've ever done. Anti-kickback chainsaw-shaped teeth cut forward. uP. down or sideways without binding to blow away even the hardest woods over broad areas or in tight spaoes. $39.95* 22mm arbor hole is supplied with 5/8' bushing fit almost any angle grinder. 4' blade diameter lets you leave the guard in place for safety.
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MClVIsWDiscoveruse witshiAddhippin$ng503 cper51ha.r'gs..rder. At1045 tN., GA 30306Ave.(404), Dept872-446G876 READ
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ORDER TOLL FREE



(800) 241 -6748
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Bieserneyer's new sliding table system makes cross-cutting a



And now Biesemeyer introduces the new sliding table. Perfect for cross,cutting. By using the T--Square sliding table on your table saw, you get -the benefits of a radial arm saw-for a fraction of the cost. Cap off your saw fence and sliding table with the added safety ofBiesemeyer's new BladeGuard system. Safety was never convenient before. BladeGuard easily lifts out of the way for dado cuts and sliding table use. For more information, call In Arizona, And for useful hints on the many uses of our product�mJ�t ask for Bill Biesemeyer, fellow woOdworker.
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this



835,9300.



1,800,782,1831.



1-800-782-1831



Try them for two weeks. If you're not completely satisfied, you'll receive a full refund plus shipping costs.



BIESEMEYER®



It still costs less



wn the best.
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Follow-up



(continued)



If



familiar witl1 wood names know that English sycamore is a ma ple. a matter of fact, tl1is tree is known as sycamore maple in the United States. Sycamore maple is a beautiful wood; it turns a beautiful orange color shortly after sawing. I believe it is this natural color of sycamore maple that causes all of the Madison Avenue commercial maple-furniture manufacturers to put an or ange-shade finish on everything made from maple sold in this country. " He said he had tried to plant some sycan10re maple trees on his property in Delaware, but found the trees didn't do very well in tl1at part of tl1e country. Know Your Woods by Albert Constantine, Jr. (Charles Scrib ner's Sons, New York, N.Y.), also points out that tl1e wood is sometimes known as scotch plane or weatl1ered sycamore, be cause of tl1e color change as it weathers. In describing tl1e English sycamore sold in tl1e U . S . , the Constantine manual states, "In its natural form it is highly desired for its lovely white color, and is particularly adaptable for staining to any color desired. Outside of holly, this wood is the nearest to white tlut can be obtained. "



parts before application. that is done, the liquid must be applied quickly to tl1e wood, before the chemical action wears out.



As



. . . In response to a "Q&A" item on refinishing butcher block #85, p. 26), Thomas E. Wisshack of Galesburg, Ill. , said he would take tl1e procedure a step furmer to include washing the surface witl1 eimer a soap-and-water scrub or an alcohol rinse to remove any traces of tl1e stripper, which usually contains wax or some otl1er substance to retard evaporation. Also, me wash is a good way to remove stain, silicone or other substances me sU-ipper may have missed, mus creating a cleaner surface for refinishing. "On most surfaces, an alcohol scrub after stripping does tl1e trick. Flood tl1e surfaces with denatured alcohol and scour it with medium steel wool. Immediately wipe mis off wim rags or paper towels. Repeat a second or even a tl1ird time as needed. You will be an1azed at how much coloring matter and otl1er resi due is still in the wood. For less delicate surfaces (say a pine cupboard witl1 traces of milk-base paint), use a soap-and-water scrub after initial stripping. Mix a strong solution of Arm and Hammer Washing Soda (U'isodium phosphate), available at many grocery and hardware stores, in hot water in a bucket. Scour me surface wim tl1is solution and steel wool, and men rinse and dry. TI1e solution will continue me stripping action and remove certain paints, grime and grease, leaving a clean surface. If tl1e wood dark ens you can bring me natural color back wim oxalic acid."



(
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Flip-flop photo series - Kennetl1 Bauman o f Montrose, Minn.,



FWW



pointed out mat a photo on p. 67 in #86 had been re versed aCCidentally. The photo shows a series of wood samples mat had been bleached. The species names and tl1e photos do not match when numbered left to right, as indicated in me type under tl1e picture. The species are, from left to right: maple, ma hogany, oak, rosewood, cherry, walnut and cedar.



English sycamore and maple -David M. Truesdale of Middle town, Del., offered some information on me English wood named sycamore mat was used on several pieces in an article on British craftsmanship in #86. "I mink should let those readers who aren't extremely



Protect glue from freezing - Ron Hill of Barrington, R.I., offers



FWW
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anomer suggestion for a reader looking for a way to protect wa ter-base finishes and glues from freezing ("Q&A," #86).
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� SALE



�ta P TIIOIA Gift ideas from MAKITA II'f/fICn.



TOLL FREE 1 -800-247-71 78



� � � flAT � � � 1" � � CS . � �



1 0 " Slide Compound Miter Saw Model LS 1 01 1 Sale Price - $449.00



DOUBLE PENCil



CONCAVE BEVEL



CHAMPFER AT 45°



Low Factory To You Pricing



•• •• We



Low Transportation Costs Prompt, Courteous Service Toll Free Order Department



DUARTER BUll NOSE



Two Factories To Serve You



&& NATIONAL TOLL FREE NUMBERS 11··8800·00·5628·27·75238544 11·-4800·04·898199··0189292 & BOX REA Better In Michigan



Georgia



Guarantee Quality



Satisfaction



NORTHERN PLANT SOUTHERN PLANT MICHIGAN



ATLANTA



For FREE IDEA BROCHURE Write: Glass



Mirror Craft Industries, Inc.



2111 HAGGERTY ROAD ' P.O.



516



PENCil POLISHED



D.G. BEVEL



TRIPLE BEVEL



DOUBLE BEVEL



WALLED LAKE, MICHIGAN 48088
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S 6 S 6
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S 6



7/ 1 6



S 6
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S 6



9/ 1 6



S 6



Portable1 2 " Planer



5/6



S 10



Model 4320 Sale Price - $73.00



1 0 " Miter Saw



Model LS1 030 Sale Price - $1 99.00 CAll TOll FREE FOR OUR lOW PRICES ON OTHER MAKITA TOOLS.



5% Sales Tax for Wisconsin Residents.



HOURS: 8:00·4:30 Monday·Friday VISA· MasterCard . Money Order· Check· C.O.D.



FREE FREIGHT
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LUMBER COMPANY



P.O. BOX 7668 PRICES SUBJECT TO 1801 EAST WASHINGTON AVE. CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE MADISON, WI 53707
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ROUNDOYER OR BEADING 716



S I I



RADIUS



PRICE



3/ 1 6



S 12



1 /4



$ 13



5/ 1 6



$ 14



3/6



$ 14



MORTISING 1 /2



S 15



D I AMETER



PRICE



1 12



$ 9



5/6



$ 10



3/4



S / I



1 -800-767-4747 24 HRS. American Express orders or mail check to:



On All Tools



IN CONTINENTAL U.S.A. STATES



PRICE



5/ 1 6



-



BEVEl



-



Cordless Driver-Drill Kit 2·Speed, Variable Speed, Reversible Model 6093DW Sale Price - $1 27.00



ilIiliiili.... Variable Speed Jig Saw



O.G. EDGE



D I AMETER 1 /4



Model 2012 Sale Price - $469.00



POliSHEO



DOUBLE flUTED STRAIGHT



ER SERVICE NO. 6



SKYCROFT TOOLS, I N C. P. O . Box 41 8 F4 MyersviREADl e, MD 21773-0418



Catalog $1 .00, comes with $3.00 coupon. ER SERVICE NO. 40



Buy right the first time . . . Buy BRIDGEWDDD®! FIN E WOOD WORKING MACHINERY



YO U B U Y D I RECT : NO M I DDLEMAN



BW-16PV PLANER $2,495. Planes 16" wide by 7" thick. Exclusive stock feed discon nect. 3 HP 1 P H or 5 HP 3 PH U S motor. Other models from 1 2 " to 24" wide.



BW-015A DUST COLLECTOR $239. Portable. 1 HP motor. 2 bag capacity (16 gal.). Excellent dust collection system for the small shop. Other systems available for larger shops.



BW-BJ JOINTER $869. Planes 8" wide and up to deep rabbets. 3-knife cutter head. 1 112 HP US motor. Other models from 6 " to 16" wide.



1/2 "



BW-640R RADIAL ARM SAW $2,095. High quality, European made. Crosscuts 25" wide stock. Outrips to 34" width up to 4" thickness. Blade dia. 14". 4 models to fit your shop needs.



BW-2S SHAPER $895. Has: and spindles. Dovetail miter gauge slot and miter gauge. Forward/reverse switch . 2 H P 1 PH motor. Other models avai lable.



1/2"



3/4"



BW-550SR PIN ROUTER $2,495. Does everything from intricate pin routing to production. 6 posi tion turret spindle stop. Table tilts forward For high volume pro duction, we recommend the BW-750SR $4,695.



45�



PBS-440 BANDSAW $1,495. Designed and made in Europe. 16" throat. 1 1 " depth. Table tilts to 45° angle. Rip fence included. Cast iron table. Other models from 14" to 36" throats.



Economy model includes a Biesemyer T-Square 40" fence and 1 112 HP US made motor. Table size 27" x 40". Blade arbor tilts to 45° angle. Bridgewood offers 4 models. One for every shop requirement.



W i l ke Machi nery Com pany: Phone



1-717-764-5000



OFFICES AND SHOWROOM: 3230 SUSQUEHANNA TRAIL, YORK, PA 1 7402 CANADA: Brettwood Machinery Works, Ltd . , Madoc, Ontario 61 3-473-4920
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Follow-up



(continued)



He said he and his brother-in-law found an old refrigerator that didn't work, but had a sound cabinet. "Most people will be only too glad to give it to you. Change the light switch so the light stays on all the time. If the switch or wiring is damaged, simply drill through the back or side of dle case and install a porcelain socket with a light switch on the out side of dle box. By putting in a 60 w. or 75 w. light blub, dle interior of the box soon warms up to a rather acceptable tem perature and the box's insulation helps keep heat loss to a mini mum. You can store water-base finishes and glues inside and take dlem out as needed, as long as you don't leave the door open too long. If you're concerned about too much heat, you could always wire the light circuit with a thermostat that would turn the light off at a given temperature." Since the items stored in the case have a water base, there should be no fire hazard, he said. Jack Carlyle of Minneapolis, Minn., also suggested a method using an old refrigerator. He said his was a discarded self-de frosting model. He removed the compressor unit and coils and hooked dle defroster heating coil to a 1 20v outlet. He said he has stored latex paint and caulking compounds with no trouble. with dle first unit discussed above, a thermostat could also be added to the system, but Jack said he hasn't felt the need for one. Similar suggestions for using refrigerators as storage chests were also made by Keidl Muirhead of Dresden, Kan., and Lan)' V. Johnson of Virginia Beach, Va.
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Vacuum-ba



g book-We apologize to Gougeon Brodlers, Inc., 1 00 Patterson Ave., Box 908, Bay City, Mich. 48707, and any readers who were inconvenienced by our reference to the Gou geon vacuum-bagging manual, mentioned in sources of supply in #86. The manual, Advanced Vacuum Bagging Tecb-
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niques, is out of print, but the company expected to have copies available sometime in Februal)' 1 99 1 .



Safety tip o n plate joiners - Safety continues to be a prominent topiC whenever woodworkers get together. And often we are re minded that tools that appear the safest can be just as dangerous as the ones everyone knows can hurt you. Stephen Smith, who describes himself as a plate-joiner entllu siast, stressed tllat point in a letter from Denver, Colo., after reading our article on this popular joinery system #85). "I have a friend who lost the tip of his finger witll tlle incorrect use of this machine. I consider the biscuit joiner to be much more dangerous than it looks to tlle casual observer." In addition to our discussion of fences and tl1e machine's anti kickback pins, he recommended dlat we stress that the joiner never be used freehand. "Always clanlp down your workpiece or have it butted up against a stop on your workbench. Secondly, be aware of which way the machine will kick back should it de cide to do so, and keep your fingers out of the way." Stephen also said he felt the tool was a lot more versatile dlatl the article implies. How about it ? Anyone out dlere got some special jigs or advanced techniques for this tool. Send them in.
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Information about eim sho - e wrong address ap peared for the Woodworking Machinel), and Furniture Supply Fair, to be held Sept. 28-0ct. 1 , 199 1 , at the Anaheim Convention Cen ter in Anaheim, Cal. For more information, write to the Wood working Machinery atld Furniture Supply Fair, 1 5 1 6 S. Pontius Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90025; (213) 477-852 l .
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Dick Burrows is editor of FWW



HUBBARD HARPSICHORDS B1in8utKiihldCetaFnotnuryHaofHirpsitcohryor-d INCORPORATED Piece



NW20 PLANER



$3.00 to:



For catalogue please send



Hubbard Harpsichords Inc. 144-W Moody Street



. . . our most pop



(617) 894-3238



1 981 ! Equ ipped



Waltham, MA



02154



ular planer since with
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ER SERVICE NO. 302



American



motors i n choice of



single



three



More than 4,000 hard-to-find products to



BUILD, RESTORE, REFINISH



From $2395



or



phase,



these planers feature three knife heads, segmented i nfeed roller and chi pbreakers, a nd gear drive to the feed rollers. These pla ners will easily plane hard wood to less than



Va" thick. I n fact, when we demon



strate them at shows and in our showroom we



V16" to show



anything made o f wood !



routinely plane stock to less than



It's the catalog woodworkers rely on for fine woods, veneers, finishing supplies, tools, hardware, adhesives and more . . . all top quality, reasonably priced, and covered by our 60-day no-questions-asked guarantee. Just $1 .00 brings you the 1 1 6 page color catalog plus all supplements for two full years. Write for your subscription today!



our potential customers just how good they
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are. We i nvite you to try this with a ny other pla ner, even twice as m uch !
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ER SERVICE NO. 3



NW21 3 SAN D I N G U N IT F e at u r i n g th ree d ifferent speeds for use with a va riety of air bags INTRODUCTORY PRICE or flap sanders, the new NW213 fills a long felt need for a truly versatile sanding unit of this type. heavy steel, it is made entirely in the USA! Speeds - 1 050, 1 750 a nd 2450 rpm Motor hp or hp 3 Balder (others optiona l ) Shafts - 1 " dia meter 1 0" long each side Weight - 200# (shipping) Suppl ied without air bags or flap sander. These are available at



$495 .00
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& Decker and Philipps Bros. Supply



Black



•• ••



Design your dovetail pattern right on the jig. Calibrated settings for fit adjustment. thick. Cuts any size of joint, in wood up to "Hand cut" flexibility, with machine speed, precision and ease.



1/4"



Plus The Leigh Multiple Mortise & Tenon Attachment



� " . ' � nn:,mr S138.00



Pro's Selling Pro Quality!



The Grinder for the Woodworker Model 2750 4- 1 /2" .• Angle Grinder



Model 2663K 9.6 volt, 3/8 in.



2-speed VSR Cordless Drill Kit



Reversible 10,000 rpm 2High Speed, 4-1/2" 98048 9.6 98014 /. I'Wit."..,.h2bat,.,-... -:-teriesl Model /' speed mechanical gearbox for high



torque and high speed.



Uni,o�



Includes:



v energy



p a ck. chuck key. phillips/slotted double'



;.::::=,



ended screwdriver b it, steel kit box. Un lvolt- cha'g . r.



-.



•



,__ - . _0 laICk�.\&" • $ Woodc wot'crafl- aall:);!rve! r $



Model MMTA



.



This attachment for your Leigh Dove tai l Jig lets you produce precise, snug fitting multiple mortise tenon joints and finger joints-using nothi ng more than a plunge router.



Standard equipm ent Includes:



&



Spanner wrench a nd 3·positiOn Side handle,



4-1/2-



guard assembly, backing



flange. clamp washer,



depressed'center grond,ng wheel.



2920 Biscuit Joiner Attachment for 4- 1 /2" Grinder



List



69.00



SpeCial



Not the same old grind. 4' 4-1/2'



The Ryob, Woodcarver



turns any



or



angle grinder Into a



small, fast and ma neuverable



woodcuttmg tool.



.. Coffee toble mode with Leigh MMTA, using 1 1;." finish wolnut and maple.



Special 39.00



Model 7749 Dewalt 1 0" Deluxe



ppd.



Radial Arm Saw



Powerful single-ph ase,c apacitor



•·2.5



start motor.



10 'k



ball-bearong



motar, equipped with thermal



Note: OptIonLalegs IRI2D3}



overload protection and a utomatic brake.



List



S839.00



In Canada, call collect : (604)464-2700, 80m-4: 30pm PST. Or mail in the coupon below to : Leigh Industries Ltd . , P.O, Box 3 5 7, Port Coquitlam, B.C., Canada, V3C 4K6
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H P Imax.)



For Free Brochure Call 1-BOO-663-B932 (Toll-Free, 24 Hours)



[



J please send me your FREE brochure.



[



J l'm also interested in your video on The leigh Dovetail Jig.



Name



Address
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City
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Zip Code



TROPICAL HARDWOOD EPOXY glues any wood we ever heard of



Sleeveless Spindle Sander Plans



BEJOI



SAIIJER $10.99



rD.E



�



Build this lOP SPl with our detailed Plans and Instructions for only



...



EPOXY FAIRI NG GEL



3Importd. �urOptan }l.Jarbluart



Plans describe the sliding motor mount that adjusts drum height for full range sanding application, and the use of the sleeveless sanding drum.



fills holes - sands like wood



CLEAR PENETRATING EPOXY SEALER consolidates softer woods primes for paint and varnish



Industrial and Marine Synthetic Resins a nd Specialties



HIGH



FINISHED PROJECT SIZE: 21'x21'x 18'



5 1 00 Channel Avenue Richmond, CA 94804 (4 1 5) 237-6842



A must for the Drum Sander. ..



3" x 10'



SANDPAPER,



Super Strong "F" weight pre-cut rolls that outlast regular 9" sandpaper or more! Available in assortment pack of each



x 11"



3X 1 . . . 80, 120, 220X . . $10.99.



\�• 3!



---.:::. Su� 2 ;:;:��!�s�fR££ Kit O\aI1&.40ru , f��\S �.'0'01 22sand0"f.,. Plans ing Rol\ . . . S 20 •



Singley Sleeveless



ARAIIT DRUM SANDERS



EE!



$59.95 3/4"x3" Long $15.95 . Kit of all 4 1"x3" Long 14.95 Drum Sander Plans 10.99 2"x3" Long 16.95 3"xl0' Pre-Cut Sandpaper 3"x3" Long 18.95 Roll Assortment 10.99



.



Phone 1 -800-776-5467 . . they are out the next day!



Pa. 6% 0 0 Quaker State WOODWORKING SUPPLY Pa. READ



Shipping and Handling: Under $35 · $2.75. Over $35 - $4.25 residents add tax.



Check MasterCard Visa (include expiration date)



4434 Kutztown Road · Reading ,



ER SERVICE NO. 79



19560



DELMHORST MODEL J-aa



Pocket-size Wood MolSiure TeSler



"THIN" STOCK HARDWOOD LUMBER FAS Cabinet Grade · Kiln Dried · Surface 2 sides



Red Oak Qtr Sawn Red Oak Honduras Mahogany Bird's Eye Maple Cherry Wa l n t Poplar Teak



u



•W



%" .5 6.45 5.35 7.45 4.75 6.50 3.20 9.50 S1.OO



5 4.55



W' 6.40 7.75 6.75 8.75 6.60 7.80 3.50



4 9



6.00 4.00



5.45 2.90 6.50



LED display-type meter indicates ten ranges of wood moisture content between 6 and 20 percent. Ideal for a woodworking shop or serious craftsman.



Umited 3-Year Warranty. Shipped complete with carrying case, batteries and pins. ORDER ONE TODAY! 1-800-222-0638 NJ-201·334-2557



1 4.00



It



per sq.



Northland Woodworking •Sup l6-7



;;�I�$50�E�:��;ho�il $20.. C!C with



y."



4.00 4.9



Premium Baltic Birch Plywood (ideal for crafts)



y



purchase.



65 Wurz Ave. Utica, NY 13502 31 5-724-1 299



min. please
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4 It long.



Prices are per piece, in. wide by Other thicknesses and sizes available



P. O. Box 68, Dept. 908 Towaco, NJ 07082
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BUILD YOUR OWN QUEEN ANN FURNITURE JUST ASSEMBLE OUR KITS



ER SERVICE NO. 72



ER SERVICE NO. 209



THICKNESS
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N E W TOLL FREE L I N E 800-234-0330



CE NO. 107



SUNHILL MACHINERY Representative for



REXON



The original equipment manufacturer of many top brand power tools



RDM-150F 14" Floor D rill Press • 1 /3 HP I I PH Motor • 5/8" Drill Chuck • Variable Depth Stop • Gross Weight: 178 1bs.



Regular $345 Special $285 SOLID



CHERRY



WALNUT



OAK



MAHOGANY



- OR -



Precision Ground Cast Iron Table and Wings



DESIGN YOUR OWN



RXW-10 10" Table Saw



with our wide variety of stock legs



· 1 - 1 / 2 HP Motor • Table size w / extension w i ngs: 40- 1 / 2" x 27"



BTS-10H 10" Heavy Duty Bench Top Table Saw



Regular $469 Special $399 RXW-12 12" Table Saw



• 1 3 Amp 1 15V, (Max. 3 HP), 4800 RPM • 10" Diameter Blade, 5 /8" Arbor • Die-Cast Aluminum Table 16"



x



· 2 HP Motor 26"



•



Provides a Sturdy Work Support Surface



1 • .u"tI.� · ..:::.



Regular $239 Special $149



MA
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27"



27"



INE



SUNHILL CH RY 1 000 Andover Park East Seattle, WA 98188



(no minimum required)
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Regular $495 Special $459



FREE BROCHURE



974 Forest Dr. Dept Q-7 Morristown, TN 37814 · Phone (615) 587-2942



Table size: 20-1 /8"



• Table estension: 10-1 /8"



Telephone: (206)575-4131 FAX: (206)575-361 7 Toll Free: (800)544-1361
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p'e orm without a



•



The pressure to perfonn on the job has never been greater. Shorter deadlines and tighter budgets demand longer hours and first-rate precision.



rything that's



So having power tools you can depend on is more important than ever before. Because with eve



working against you these days, you could use a few things working for you.



And nothing works for you like Hitachi power tools. They won't quit until you're ready to call it a day. No



matter how long your days are. That's how they're building a reputation as the tools of the trade .



•H ITACH I POVVER TOOLS 4487-E Park Drive, Norcross, Georgia 30093, 404/925-1774
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5556 adjustable tilt fence NEW 51 1 6 16' Omni jig NEW 7536 2-112 hp router NEW 7537 2-112 D hndl router NEW 7399 drywall cutout NEW 7310 laminate trimmer NEW 91 1 8 porta plane kit w/ct cutter



9345



6' Saw Boss 4-112' trim saw 9314 4-112' trim saw kit 9315-1 7-114' saw w/case, ct bl top handle VS jig saw 7548



690 & 1-1/2 HP



0



!i!!i!



1-112 hp hdl router router-shaper table router table w/router 3 hp, 5 speed router 3 hp production rtr NEW 3-114 hp pI. router NEW laminate trimmer kit



6-1/8' jOinter/planer 308 8-114' radial arm saw 248 10' miter saw 178 14' miter saw 378 NEWl l0' mitre saw CAll 10' bench table saw 298 7-114' 1 3 amp circ saw 98 wood carver blade 40
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2·1/4 hp plunge router 148 2-1/4 hp plunge router 155 1 hp pI. router w/case 105 laminate trimmer 88 3x21 VS belt sander 128 4x24 VS be� sander 179 NEW plate jOinter 219 9.6v cdls kit 149 12v cdls kit 169 I
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16d slick nailer coil nailer 6d-20d nailer 1-1/4' 10 2-112' fin. nlr. 1 -3/16' finish stapler ' o brad tacker 1 hp gallon compo 16d stick nailer roofing stapler floor stapler
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Building a File Cabinet Router techniques for joinery and decoration by Pat Warner



#10



Drill and countersink JAB-in.-dia. holes for by 1'/4-in.-long flat-head screws to attach top.



File cabinet



%2



Decorative detail, in. deep, routed with 8° doveta il bit



Slats, 21% in. long



¥If



¥I.



ryw



D all screws, #8 by 2'12 in. long



Sliding dovetails, 5/,6 in. long



Groove, in. by in., is ;nset � in. from back edge and pts tongue on frame-and-pane/ back.



8CC8



Sliding dovetail jOint routed with 'kin.-dia., dovetail bit.



r



10'12



Drawer divider, %x5x2 P i,.



Stiles, %x2%x23Y'6



Detail: Sliding dovetail frame-and-panel back



SO



Plywood panel, V.x7%x 187/s



�



Side panels /ued up with '/4-in.-wide by �-in. -deep tongue and groove.



Flat-head screws, #8 by 1% i n . long Plywood bottom, Y.x18'hx19



Drawer front, 3/.x10"AsX209/32



% Detail: Top of cabinet



Overall carcase dimensions, 23'l'sHx21 'l'sWx22'hD



%.



Ra bbet, 51,. in. wide by in. deep Corner brace, 1 Ysx5%x5% Side apron, 1 Yax2o/ax203/s Cove, % in. deep by '12 in. high
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Detail: Leg before shaping Leg sections are joined with JAB-in. by JAB-in. tongue and groove. Rout mortise, %x'l's.x2'/4, before shaping leg.



Rabbet, SA6 in. wide by in. deep, on top su rface



'A.



Yellow satinwood



Top measures 25 nzx 23Y4X23'4.



---n---:::�______
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OSt file cabinets look like department-store safes. My file cabinet started out as a chunky rectangular box, but I soft ened the lines and made it visually interesting by adding a



separate base with shaped legs and by introducing a theme of tri



angles, which appear in many elements of the cabinet. The trian gles first appear in the satinwood inlays in the drawer fronts and top, and the design is repeated in the shape of the top's edge, in



the drawer pulls and in the shapes cut from the aprons on the base. Rabbets routed into the aprons and top and recessed opposing-trian gle accents routed into the sides create shadow lines that reinforce these triangular designs. This is one of those rare projects that I wouldn't change if I were to build it again, but if you think it looks difficult, you could ignore most of the detail work, thereby simplify ing construction, and still produce a good-looking, functional piece. Building this file cabinet, shown in the top photo, is also a great learning project; it includes basic woodworking skills and is a tour . de force of router techniques. The carcase is a simple white oak box that is joined with router-cut dovetailed rabbets, tongues and grooves, and sliding-dovetail joints. Designing the joints for the frame-and-panel back, shown in the bottom photo, was a challenge because each element is in a different plane. Although the back is unnecessarily complicated, it creates an extremely rigid carcase and makes the cabinet attractive enough to be used away from a wall. I decorated the drawers, which are joined with sliding dove tails, by routing a contrasting triangle of satinwood into each drawer front. Both drawer inlays and a satinwood triangle inlaid into the separate top were fitted by a process called complemen tary template routing: A router with a bushing or ball-bearing pi loted bit is guided by a master template to Simultaneously create complementary working templates. These templates then guide the router to create perfectly matching pieces that fit together



FWW



snugly. (For more on this technique, see #75, pp. 59-6 1 . ) For maximum accuracy, I also used a template and a ball-bear ing guided bit to shape many of the cabinet pieces, such as the overhanging sides and the front edge of the top and aprons. I usu ally assemble my own piloted bits by adding a bearing with an inside diameter matched to the shank of the router bit and an out side diameter suited to the job at hand.



As a safety precaution, be



sure that d1e cutting diameter of the bit is greater than the inside diameter of the bearing and that at least % in. of the bit's shank is d1ucked in the router's collet. If the shank is long enough, I some times stack two bearings on the bit for greater depth of cut, to cover the shank on longer bits and to ensure solid contact with the tem plate. A drop of Locktite (available from auto-supply stores) on the bearing's inner race will hold it in place. I bought my bearings from Valley Chain and Gear ( 1 320 Grand, San Marcos, Cal. 92069) and the router bits from Paso Robles Carbide (73 1 C Paso Robles St., Paso Robles, Cal. 93446) and MLCS Ltd. (Box 4053, Rydal, Pa. 19046).



Above: This white-oak file cabinet was made with a va riety of router shaping and join�. I� boxy appearance is softened by recurring tri angular designs that appear in the inlaid drawer fronts and the top, in the shape of the aprons and overhanging top edges, and in the routed detail on the side panels. Right: The author created this complicated frame-and-panel back, joined by sliding dove tails, as a personal design challenge. All the elements of the back are in different planes to create interesting shadow lines. A simple panel back can be substituted to ease construction.



Constructing the carcase -All carcase parts were milled to % in. d1ick from



%



white oak and then cut to the dimensions in the



lower-quality stock, and they let you install components one at a



drawing. The sides were glued up with tongue-and-groove joints



time, at a comfortable pace. My slats are 4 in. to 6 in. wide, crosscut as shown in the drawing.



to ensure flat, even pieces during clamping. I cut the tongues and grooves on a router table using a Ikin. rabbeting bit for the tongues and a 3/16-in.-thick three-wing slot cutter for the grooves. To center the slots and tongues, I made cuts in two passes, one from each face of the piece. I cut the tongues to be about 0.005 in. sby of the bottoms of the Y4-in.-deep grooves, to allow space for trapped glue and to prevent the tongues from bottoming out. Rather than install a solid subtop and bottom, I used a series of slats joined to the sides with dovetailed rabbets that are glued and screwed. The slats eliminate normal carcase glue-up and simplify milling operations. Also, they can be cut from random widths of



ann



Photos this page: Sandor NagyszaJanczy; drawing: David D



The single-face dovetail that joins the slat to the side is half of a sliding dovetail cut with a %-in.-dia., 1 4° dovetail bit in a table mounted router set to take a Y2-in.-deep cut. I clamped the slat on end to a sliding fence attachment and adjusted the fence so the bit cut Y4 in. into the inside face of the slat. (See "Routing Sliding Dovetails," #79, p. 57, for more on this technique.) I then drilled and countersunk two I Y64-in.-dia. holes in each end of the
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slat, for #8 by 2 Y2-in.-long bugle-bead drywall screws. The sharp twin-threaded screws are virtually unsu-ippable when screwed into %2-in.-dia. pilot holes drilled into the sides. I lightly chamfered the
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edges of the slats and drilled 3j'6-in.-dia. holes in the subtop planks



positioned d1e slots '14 in. from the back edge of the carcase, on



for the 1 2 , # 1 0 by 1 'kin.-long flat-head Phillips screws that secure



the inside edges of the sides and rear slats. Then I routed the op



the top.



tional opposing triangular detail in the cabinet sides, shown in the



0 allowance need be made for wood movement because



go



the grain is oriented in the same direction for the top, subtop,



drawing on p. 44, with a bearing-guided, 'I2-in.-dia.,



bottom and sides.



in a hand-held router set for a %2 in. deep cut and guided by a



dovetail bit



I cut the mating dovetail rabbet in the sides with a hand-held



template. Before beginning work on the back panel, I routed the



router conu'olled by a template and a bearing-guided bit. I used the same dovetail bit as on the slats, but with a 1 . 1 25-00 bearing mounted on the bit's 'I2-in.-dia. shaft. The template was positioned



sliding dovetails for d1e drawer divider. In a single pass, rout d1e panels with a /'2-in.-dia.,



on the side panel and the depth of cut was adjusted so that the



router controlled by a template and guide collar. Cut d1e dovetail



dovetailed slat end fit into the dovetailed rabbet in the side panel,



pins with the same bit on the router table using d1e sliding fence



as shown in the drawing. This setup is a trial-and-error process that should be practiced on scrap stock. Take light cuts and test the fit after each pass wid1 one of the dovetailed slats until it is perfect.



attachment as previously described, only this time rout dovetails



Then measure the fence setup on the practice piece and u.1:ent of tl1e curvature in d1e S-shape. Fillets can also be used wid1 compound curves to enhance d1e shape and emphasize the transition. A number of router bit manufacturers are marketing these profiles under the generic term "classic. "



inin



Comb g the proffies -Before deciding which of d1e basic profiles to combine in your molding deSign, let's look at how moldings are created. Moldings are usually developed in one of two ways. First, the profiles can be shaped directly into the furni ture, such as edging designs for tabletops and chest lids. These integrated moldings are usually Simpler in detail and limited in size so d1ey don't interfere with the function or strength of d1e part. This is why the thumbnail was such a popular edging for tabletops in period furniture. The second option is to combine a number of small and simple profiles into more complicated com pound forms that are applied to the piece. These compound mold ings are frequently found in cabinet plinths and cornice moldings. In addition to allowing more complicated shapes, making applied moldings is also less restrictive: You can machine the parts wid1 the grain in strips, rad1er dun work with large, awkward parts d1at include cro s-grain machining, such as a solid tabletop. Since ap plied moldings are most often used for decorating pieces, they can include more delicate detailing in a wider variety of profiles than integrated moldings. Applied moldings also serve the often over looked role of covering up joinery, fastenings and raw edges. In



PhOlOS: Cameron



Russell; drawings: Vince Babak
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Fig.



2: Reproducing



These drawings show how period moldings can be measured, sketched and then separated into pieces that are easily shaped with a router or tablesaw (see sidebar for details).



traditional moldings



/y ---��



Cornice moldings



If rb



1)1



rb



�f



1 square :: 1 in. Edge treatments



a



"-.. l) j
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j



1 square � in.



Base moldings



h
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/"'b j
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A combination of the following router bits shaped the above moldings as indicated:



*Tablesawn cove Cove: See sidebar b. Y. in. radius for details c. % in. radius d. % in. radius e. % in. radius Core box: a. % in. dia.



Ogee: f. % in. g. 'l's in.



Thumbnail : h. 2 % n . dia.



i



Roundover: i. Va in. radius j . Y. in. radius k. % in. radius I . % in. radius m. 0/4 in. radius



fact, moldings are commonly used with architectural interior pan eling to conceal plywood edging and to cast shadow lines for a feeling of greater depth. In addition to how you will create your moldings, you need to consider the angle from which the molding will be viewed. A molding placed above eye level requires a different combination of profiles than a molding situated below eye level. shown in the china cabinet in the bottom photo on the previous page, the cornice molding is above eye level, and so the profiles are direct ed downward toward the viewer's eye. The inward-pointing miters at the corners of the cornice molding help draw d1e viewer's atten tion to the cenu·al area of the cabinet. The base molding, on d1e other hand, must have upward-pointing details to be most effec tive. There are some similarities between furniture moldings and classical architecture details for both cornices and bases. However, in furniture, base molding details are better kept simple. Then, criSp fillets and delicate beads are not near floor level at the mercy of passing feet, vacuum cleaners and childrens' toys. Moldings located in the middle sections of cabinets or on tabletop edges are more likely to be viewed from a range of angles. The molding separating the upper and lower portions of the cabinet in the bottom photo on the previous page is viewed from above when the viewer is standing but from straight on when Sitting, especially if the viewer is a few feet away. Therefore, moldings at this height include details directed bod1 upward and very slightly downward. When compiling individual profile shapes in a single molding, guidelines have evolved from the study of classical moldings and from the way these moldings have been adapted to furniture. First, monotonous repetition of identical profiles should be avoided. More effective visual harmony results from a mixture of convex, concave and compound curves, as well as su·aight sections. Sec ond, the most successful molding profiles have curves meeting other curves or straights at an angle close to 90°. This makes the transition from one profile to another more dramatic. The moldings in figure 2 above were all taken from actual samples
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1 square 1 in.
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�L of period furniture. Originally these moldings were probably made by shaping a solid piece of wood with a series of rabbet and molding planes. The technique is detailed in Thomas Sheraton's Cabinet Maker and Upholsterer's Drawing Book, and is summarized in an article on moldings by Victor J. Taylor in #41 , pp. 57-59. With modern tools, however, moldings are most easily made from a number of smaller pieces, carefully selected for grain and color match. The individual pieces are then routed, shaped or cut wid1 a molding head and assembled into the complete molding shape. When properly executed, it is difficult to distinguish between d1e original one-piece molding and d1e built-up imitations. The profiles shown in figure 2 have been broken down into ba sic elements and the appropriate tool used to shape each element, usually a router bit, is indicated. Ald10ugh cutting and combining the various profiles to make d1ese moldings are both relatively easy, some of the pieces are small and require great care and spe cial techniques and holding devices to avoid injury. I prefer a table-mounted router with a fence to guide the stock. For the smaller moldings, I use featherboards and hold-downs to safely guide the stock past the cutter. When routing any of the smaller profiles on predimensioned stock, you should first shape d1e edge of a wider board and then rip the molded edge to the proper size. Be careful: No molding is worth risking an injury. I reproduce period furniture moldings if the rest of the details on d1e piece are historically accurate. Although moldings have been used for thousands of years in both furniture and architec ture, they are not restricted to period furniture reproductions. A great deal of Post-Modern architecture and furniture design owes much of its impact to the readaptation of historical proportions and details, including moldings. Whether you favor designs of d1e past or present, moldings can add a rich visual element d1at unites the basic components into a coherent whole.
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Cameron Russell is a jurniturernaking and design instructor at Camosun College in Victoria, B. C, Canada.



Tablesaum cove moldings If you've been woodworking for any length of time, you've probably seen at least one technique for cutting cove moldings on a tablesaw : running wood over the sawblade



Fig.



3:



several inches deep. But setting up the angled fence and determining the depth



Board width



Full-size profile _ of desired cove



J L 450



at an angle. This method works extremely well and can be used to cut cove moldings



Ir-�I



�--



Jig setup



Wooden knob



Flat-head bolt,



Distance between coving guide fence and back edge of blade



'I. in. dia. by 2 in. long



jig will sit flat on the saw table. Wing nuts or wooden knobs (see



FWW #85,



p.



22)



Draw reference line on saw table for setting coving fence at appropriate angle.



make i t easy to lock the parallelogram to the appropriate setting. To use the parallelogram, you w ill need to draw a full-scale profile of the desired cove, as shown in figu.re



3. You can lay out



the arc Witll a compass if you like, but I often use the bottom of a paint can or some other handy circular template. Now, box in the arc w ith a rectangle the size of the board from which the molding will be cut. Finally, mark off the corners at 45°, be ginning where the arc meets the face side of the board. You can now take the mea surements for blade and jig adjustments di rectly from your draw ing. To set up the tablesaw for coving, first adjust the layout jig so that its long parallel sides are the same distance apart as the arc of the cove at its widest point, and then set the sawblade height to the full depth of the cove. Lay the jig across tlle table so that its



Clamp fence to saw table parallel to reference lin



;



Reference line



long sides just touch the sawblade where it enters and exits the saw table. Draw a ref erence line on the tablesaw top along the edge of the j ig, to show the correct angle for feeding stock to cut the desired cove.



Workpiece



Clamp a %-in.-thick plywood fence wim



--7"""�



smooth edges to me saw table parallel to me reference line just drawn and the same



stick should also be used to keep me board



distance behind me line as the space be



tight to me fence. Always use a push stick



edges, as shown in figure



tween me start of me cove and me edge



to ensure your fingers don't get close to



sawblade marks on the angled surfaces



of me workpiece, as determined in your



the blade. Raise the blade



full-scale draw ing (see figure



%6



molding by ripping me 45° angles on me



3. Clean up any



in. and repeat



wim a couple strokes of a handplane or



3 ) . An al



me procedure until you reach me desired



wim a light pass over the jointer. I remove



ternative approach is to clamp the fence



depm of cut. A slow and consistent feed



blade marks on me coved section with a



parallel to me original layout line at a con



rate will yield a fairly smoom cut. Make



curved steel scraper and then sand i t



venient distance from the blade and to



me final pass wim a steady feed rate and



smoom wim a contoured sanding block,



cove a w ider board than needed. When me



wim me saw set for a very light cut, to



made from rigid styrofoam insulation, of



coving operation is finished, rip me board



yield a surface mat is easily scraped and



me appropriate radius. I wouldn't want



to me appropriate w idm.



sanded smoom. I have found mat a 50-



to machine, scrape and sand hundreds of



toom carbide-tip combination blade and



feet of cove molding using this tecl1nique,



an 80- tooth carbide crosscut blade pro



but for me few feet needed for a piece



duce similar results.



of furniture, it is an effective means of



To cut the cove, lower me sawblade un til it protrudes about



Y16



in. Start me saw



and pass me wood over me blade with me aid of a push stick. A feamerboard or push



Once the cove has been cut, finish me



-CR



making attractive moldings.
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Wooton Patent Desks A Victorian innovation in office furniture by Deborah Cooper



W



ith th is Desk a man absolutely h as no excuse fo r slo venly h a b its in the dispos al of h is n u merous p apers, and the man of metho d may here re al ize that pleasure a n d co mfort wh ich is only to be att a ined in the verification of the maxim, pl a ce fo r e ve ryth ing and e very th ing in its pl ace '. " (Advert isemen t, circa 1880, for the Wooton Ca b inet Office Secret a ry.) With dozens of pigeonholes and compartments, hinged and rotat ing parts, and elaborate exteriors, Wooton Patent Desks embodied the Victorian love of things adaptable, convenient and complex. Both in their construction and use, these desks reflect the drastic "
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changes in the manufacturing and business world during the 1 9th century. Wooton desks (see the photos above and others on the following pages), manufactured in Indiana from 1 874 to 1 897, were typical of the increasing use of mass-production techniques and



to



machinery to yield high-quality furniture in quantities sufficient satisfy the worldwide markets opened by expanding communication and transportation systems. The design of the desks provided an ingenious solution to the businessman's problem of organizing the increasing volume of paperwork that accompanied the rapid expan sion of business. From both the business and design perspectives, the Wooton Patent Desk eamed the sobriquet "Desk of the Age."



PhotOS above: Courtesy of Richard and Eileen Dubrow Antiques



illustration of a school desk, which was probably the company's primary product at that time. On Oct. 6, 1 874, Wooton's Patent Cabinet Office Secretary, now known as the Wooton desk, officially came into existence when patent # 1 55,604 was issued to William S. Wooton for "a secretary constructed in three parts, two of which are together equal in width to the other, each part being provided with compartments or pigeonholes suitable for storing books, papers, etc., and the lesser parts hinged to the greater part, to serve as doors to the secretary." The patent also described the hinged writing table and a locking mechanism for the doors. The accompanying patent drawing illustrated these pOints, as well as d1e basic form of the secretary, although it differed in several details from d1e desks that were actually produced. For instance, the writing table hinges shown in the patent drawing were replaced by pivots with sup porting brackets; the locking mechanism, although operating like the one shown in the patent drawing, was recessed into the door; and the pigeonhole configuration shown in d1e drawing was also modified during production of the desks. Such differences in de tail point to Wooton's overall concept of a convenient, capacious cabinet secretary as the significant part of the patent. A month after the date of the patent, Wooton, together with John G. Blake and Harmon H. Fulton, filed articles of association for the Wooton Desk Co., and rapid activity followed to begin production. On March 5, 1875, d1e Indianapolis Journal reported, "The Wooton Desk Co. will erect a factory this season with room for 1 50 men. Thus, from little industrial acorns do great manufactories grow." On Jan. 1 8, 1 876, only 15 months after patenting his secretary, Wooton was granted patent # 172,362 for his Rotary Desk (see the two left photos on the following page). The patent describes pivot ed or hinged cases installed in the ends of desks that provided more shelving and pigeonholes than available on a more conven tional desk, and, at the same time, made the storage area easily accessible. The actual mechanism for hinging or pivoting the cases was not described, but Wooton did point out that the panels inside



This Superior-Grade Cabinet Secretary, known as the Globe desk (shown open at left and closed at right), was made by the Wooton Desk Co. of Indianapolis, Ina., around 1880 and is one of thefin est examples of its kina. Wooton Cabinet Secretaries were also sold in three lesser "grades"-ordinary, standard and extra-all of which were similar but distinguishable mainly by the amount and quality of the decoration on the external case, drawer fronts and writing flap (shown closed at left) . The founder of the desk-manufacturing company, William S. Wooton, was born in Ohio on May 1 2 , 1835, the eighth of thirteen children. Records from the Friends Church show that prior to



the kneehole had to be curved to accommodate the rotating cases. Both these patents reflect Wooton's goals as an inventor. He seemed less concerned with gadgetry, mechanisms and the teclmi cal aspects of desk consu-uction than with the larger questions of the user's needs. He saw the trend toward bigger business and realized new devices were needed to cope with the changes. His inventions offered efficient, compact utilization of space, as well as convenient access to high-capacity storage and filing systems. Woo ton desks were used by all kinds of businessmen, including those at the forefront of industrial and financial development. John D. Rockefeller owned one, as did railroad magnate Jay Gould and President Ulysses S. Grant.



1860, he was living near Terre Haute, Ind., where he was a mem



In spite of the worldwide success of his furniture business,



ber of the Honey Creek monthly meeting. By 1860 he had moved to Richmond, Ind., where he was listed as a patternmaker in the City directory. From April to December of 1 869, Wooton was a



by 1 880 Wooton had turned away from it to devote his full energy to various Quaker ministries across the country. After he sold d1e business, it was renamed d1e Wooton Desk Manufacturing Co.



partner in the Richmond furniture manufacturing firm of George



and continued to produce desks in Indianapolis and Richmond,



H. Grant and Co., which mass-produced school, office and court



Ind., under various owners until 1 897. When Wooton died on Aug. 26, 1907, his obituary remembered him only as a well-known



furnishings. In 1868 and 1869, while working in Richmond, Woo ton designed and patented a school desk and chair that could be folded together for easy storage and transport, demonstrating his interest in adaptable furniture, as well as his concern for



evangelist and religious organizer who as a young man spent his spare time in cabinetmaking.



protecting his inventions with patents. When Wooton moved to Indianapolis in 1 870, he established



The age of the Wooton desk- Throughout the 20 years that Woo



William S. Wooton and Co. During its first year of business and



although there were numerous modifications in the details of functional design and decorative styling. In u'acing the changes,



with only four employees, one of whom was probably Wooton, the company produced school furniture, office desks and church fur niture valued at $ 18,500.



An



early business card carried the



ton desks were produced, the basic form remained the san1e,



one can distinguish an early period of experimentation followed by increasing standardization. The early desks display various com-
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PhotO: Courtesy of Ri
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Wooton's Rotary Desks featured ped estals with pigeonhole cabinets that pivoted open. They were available in only two grades, standard and extra, but came in an array of styles, in cluding flat top, rOll-top and cylinder top. The standard-grade flat-top oak desk with a single rotary tier (left) was the simplest example of this style, while the extra-grade cylinder-top two tier rotary desk (below), with its burl veneered panels and incised designs, one of the most te.
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Above: The Eastlake pattern secretary was an attempt to capitalize on the popularity Of Charles Eastlake's book Hints for House hold Taste, which decried excessive orna mentation. The plain pattern secretary (below) was developed after the Wooton Co. moved to Richmond, Ind., in 1884. It was similar to the original ordinary-grade desk, but was even plainer.



Building the king of desks A Wooton desk is a magnificent piece of furniture. Even though the Victorian-age filing system is a little outdated, I



think the Wooton



by Gene Lehnert



for the ledger-card file boxes). The drawing on p. 57 shows how a Wooton desk goes together and it gives the overall dimensions of a



Cabinet Secretary offers several advantages over a flat-top desk



black walnut secretary I built (also shown in the top, right photo



I've seen a Wooton used quite effectively as a credenza



on p. 56). It is a reproduction of a standard-grade desk that I



behind a con



ventional desk, and as a home office, the 1 00-plus pigeonholes pro



rythin



vide a hiding place for eve



g. Just as the manufacturer claimed



in the late 1 800s, it is unquestionably the "king of desks."



measured during a repair job. My material costs ran around $ 1 ,600, which included leather for the writing surface; brass for the hardware; veneer for drawer fronts, writing flap and exterior



Building a Wooton Cabinet Secretary is an involved process that



raised panels; as well as about 1 50 bd. ft. of black walnut and 90



touches on almost every facet of woodworking: carcase jOinery,



bd. ft. of pine for drawer parts and pigeonholes and as structural



box-in- box construction, turning, carving, engraving, joinery,



material in the main case and doors. The following construction



pigeonhole construction, shaping moldings and veneering; it also



tips aren't intended to cover eve



requires leather work, metalwork and even cardboard work (used



a Wooton, but an experienced furnituremaker with adequate time
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Photos this page except where noted: Wooten Patent Desks, manufactured by the Wooten Desk Co. in Indianapolis, Indiana Collection of the Oakland Museum of California
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this



rythin g you need to know to build



Oakl



binations of shelves, drawers and pigeonholes and the exterior de signs varied from desk to desk. But by 1876, the Wooton Desk Co.'s first illustrated catalog showed the company had developed standard ized designs that allowed it to adopt more efficient mass-production techniques to meet the increasing demand for its products. The 1876 catalog showed six different models of Rotary Desks, each in two grades: standard and extra. They included flat-top, roll top and cylinder-top desks with rotary cases installed in both ends or just one; there was also a Partner's Desk with rotary cases in stalled in all four corners. The secretaries in the catalog were of fered in four grades-ordinary, standard, extra and superior. The catalog illustrations were carefully drawn in great detail and match numerous extant desks. Further, existing desks match each other in the configuration of interior compartments and in the stylistic detailing on the exterior. The variation that appeared in earlier secretaries was no longer tolerated; in fact, special requests for pigeonhole alterations were refused. An 1875 letter from the Woo ton Desk Co. to Spencer Baird at the Smithsonian Institution states that d1e company was "so hurried in getting out our desks that we calmot at this time undertake any changes in interior arrangement of desks." According to the Indianapolis News of April 14, 1876, d1e factory was producing 1 50 desks per mond1 and marketing them to customers worldwide. The significant difference between d1e grades of Cabinet Secre taries and Rotary Desks was not in function but in decorative style and ornamentation. All grades of Wooton desks had similar pi geonhole configurations and were constructed primarily of black walnut from Indiana forests. But d1e amount and complexity of the e)"1:erior ornamental detailing and the type of veneer used on the raised panels depended on d1e grade of d1e desk. The ordinary grade had no veneer. Burl walnut adorned the standard grade; maple or Spanish cedar trimmed the extra grade; and the most expensive veneers-holly, satinwood and ebony-embellished d1e superior-grade desks. By using grades to distinguish its models, d1e company clothed its desks in robes of increasing richness so d1ey could be sold in a variety of markets. At a time when cabinetmakers earned abOlJt $2 per day and a seven-piece suite of parlor furniture could be pur chased for $55, even the smallest ordinary-grade secretary was ex pensive at $100. The standard-grade secretary cost between $135 and 165, depending on the size of the desk, and d1e extra grade sold for between 200 and $250. The superior grade (shown in the photos on pp. 52-53) cost from $500 to $750, which was so expen sive for the time that even John D. Rockefeller purchased an extra rad1er dun a superior-grade secretary.



Between 1 880 and 1 884, the Wooton Desk Manufacturing Co. changed its marketing approach. The ordinary and superior grades had proved unpopular and the company stopped marketing them. Further, the concept of grades was replaced by an emphasis on pattern, which allowed production of more models in the stan dard-grade category. The Wooton Desk Manufacturing Co. then sold four patt erns of desks: the standard pattern and the extra pat tern, which looked the same as before, and two new patterns, the Queen AIme and the Eastlake (shown in the top, right photo on the facing page). The Queen AI1ne pattern is well represented among surviving desks, which attests to its popularity. On the oth er hand, Eastlake pattern secretaries, named after furniture-design writer Charles Eastlake, are rarely encountered today. One other pattern of secretary was developed, probably after the company moved to Richmond, Ind., in 1 884. The interior of tl1e new plain pattern (see the bottom, right photo on the facing page) was only slightly simpler than the other desks, but the e)"1:e rior was plain indeed. There was no decorative gallery, no carving and no veneer to contrast with this oak secretary. Some of the ex terior moldings had chamfered edges and others were reeded, but tl1e effect was simple and utilitarian. Perhaps the design SimpliCity reduced the cost of production and put the selling price within reach of new customers, because this pattern is well represented an10ng surviving desks. The plain pattern seems to have been the company's last suc cess. During the 1 870s and 1880s, when large pigeonhole files were a viable solution to the businessman's needs, the company had merely to keep pace with popular taste in furniture design. But by the 1890s, it was the functional rather than the decorative aspect of Wooton desks that had become old fashioned. The in crease in paperwork had outgrown the limited storage capaCity of a Wooton desk and pigeonholes were being replaced by the wide spread use of manila folders and file drawers. Unlike the easily remodeled decorative style of the desks, the functional design was bound by the patent specifications. It could not be significantly redesigned and the product still be called a Wooton Patent Desk. And so the time passed when Wooton's ingenious invention could be called the "Desk of the Age. "



and patience should be able to glean enough to draw a plan and build a similar desk.



and their front edges are doubled to create a 1 %-in.-wide surface for the hinges. I reinforced the rail-and-stile joints of the side and back frames by gluing and screwing %-in.-thick pine boards across them on the inside of the case, although this was not done on the original. The bottom is glued and screwed into rabbets in the sides, and the top overlays the sides and is screwed and glued to the top rails of the side and back frames. The two horizontal di viders are glued and screwed to the top of the pine reinforcing boards that run front to back. I glued and screwed 2x2s to the case bottom to secure the case to the base.



Base: The rectangular area of the base is sized to fit the main case, and the side pieces, or legs, extend to support the doors. I laminat ed the legs from five pieces of %-in.-thick stock and doubled up both cross pieces. It would have been nice to use a shaper with knives ground to the leg molding profile, but I achieved the same results with multiple router passes using three different router bits. The door support bumper helps prevent the doors from sag ging and keeps the mating doors positioned when closed.



D



Deborab Cooper is project manager at tbe Oakland Museum in Oakland, Cal. Parts of tbis article were ted from es:says by Cooper and Betty Lawson Walters in tbe 1983 exhibition catalog, Wooton Patent Desks: A Place for Everything and Everything in Its Place, published jointly by the Indiana State Museum, Indianap olis, Ind., and The Oakland Museum, Oakland, Cal.
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Door cases: Door construction is similar to case construction Main case: The case must be solidly built and securely joined to



the base to support the hinged doors and writing flap when open. The %-in.-thick side frames are mortised and tenoned together,



except for the curved parts at the top. I bent the curved rails, which have an outside radius of 1 2 in., by kerfing their back sides and soaking them in water. I cut the blanks for the C-caps and the March/April 1991
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Left and rigbt: Lehnert pat terned his desk after a Wooton standard-grade cabinet secre tary. He took great pains to re produce the details, including , incised 40 cardboard dra decorations on the writing flap and intricate patterns on the hinges. Below, left: A trophy plate engraving machine is used with a double-size tem plate to carve the hardware patterns onto a brass sheet. Then the hardware's o u ter shape is sawn. Below, rigbt: Lehnert uses a Mill-Route du plicating machine to rout the design on the writing flap panel. The Mill-Route works like a pantograph: it guides a router via a stylus that is moved around a fu ll-scale pattern of the desired design.



wers



front and side panel moldings with my bandsaw circle-cutting jig. Note that the inside radius of the front panel moldings is % in. smaller than that of the C-caps to accommodate the deeply inset curved panel. The panel is a %-in.-thick pine board, which I soaked for a day so it would be pliable enough to bend. I then glued and screwed it to the back side of the curved rails and applied the walnut burl veneer to the panel after it had fully dried. As with the main case, the framework is reinforced by %-in. thick pine boards glued across the joints inside the door cases. The left door is 1 7/16 in. narrower than the right door so the moldings on the right door are centered when the doors are closed. The center moldings overhang the right door by 9/16 in. to span the YI6-in. gap between the doors and to overlap the left door by % in. The decorative groove (false frame and panel) on the inner sides of the door cases is routed with a template and guide bushing. The door latch operates via a T-handle connected to a 1 4-in.-Iong steel rod runnin g through the inside of the right door. An old-fashioned keyed door-lock mechanism is mounted under the escutcheon on the door case. When the handle is turned, a notched latch engages a hook on the main case and a lock strike on the left door.



$3,000 to set up and cast the hardware for one desk, I decided to engrave it instead. I made charcoal rubbings from an original desk and photo-enlarged them to double size. Working from these copies, I used a scroll saw to make %- in.-thick plastic templates and engraved the brass hardware using a two-to-one trophy-plate engraving machine (see the bottom, left photo). I then sawed the outer shape of each particular piece of hardware, spray painted them black and removed the paint from the engraved surfaces with steel wool. The decorative design in the bird's-eye maple ve neer on the writing flap was routed Similarly. Here, though, I used a Mill-Route duplicating machine (made by Progressive Technol ogy, Box 672525, Houston, Tex. 77267) and a one-to-one pattern (see the bottom, right photo).



Pigeonholes: The pine pigeonhole boards are trimmed with solid walnut splined onto their front edges, which adds a dramatic color variation. I cut and dry-assembled the outer frame of the pigeon hole sections first, to ensure they fit perfectly inside the cases. I used a dado blade on the tablesaw and a sliding crosscut table with a hold-down clamp to cut the shallow dadoes for joining the parts.



ailing and finishing: The decorative appliques and carved elements of the gallery were roughed out on the bandsaw and then carved to final shape and assembled. I sanded all surfaces to at least 200-grit and most to 600-grit before finishing. Much of the furni ture built during the Victorian period was varnished and so I wanted to follow suit. However, the vertical surfaces, pigeonholes and nu merous carvings and moldings intensified problems witll varnish runs and sags. I solved these problems by using Bartley's Clear Var nish (available from Bartley Collection Ltd., 3 Airpark Drive, Easton, Md. 2 1601 ). This gel varnish is applied like an oil finish; it's rubbed on with a cloth and the excess is wiped off almost immediately. For the pigeonholes that were too small to get my hand into, I applied the finish with a cloth wrapped around a stick.



gravings: The original Wooton desks had decorative cast hinges and escutcheons. But when I found it would cost about



Gene Lehnert teaches woodworking and builds furn iture in Galveston, Tex.
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Photos this page: Jim
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Wooton desk construction



Gallery is doweled, glued, to top.



Cover flap for top pigeonholes



Right-door case, 44%Hx20"A6Wx12D Right-door pigeonholes, 43YsHx18�6Wx10%D



23%



Upper main-case pigeonholes are Hx37'.4Wx 1 1%D.



Writing flap, 1 V.x233j,6X37Y'6 Left-door pigeonholes, 43YsHx17Wx10%D (contains mail drop box) Left-door case, 44%Hx19Y4Wx12D



Detail: Cross section of drawer front



I nset



rosette



(JIE:::::::: ::: :::: ::: ?''::: Walnut, % in. thick Drawer pull



Cardboard drawers



Drawers have half-blind dovetails in front and through dovetails in back.



Handle is linked to latch with steel rod through groove in side.



Detail : Exterior of right door



Lower main-case pigeonholes are 2CYIi6Hx37'.4Wx1 1%D.



Panel, l4 in. thick, is curved, veneered and glued to inside of kerf-bent frame.



Center moldings overhang 0/16 in. to overlap other door when closed.



Pigeonhole case



Burl veneer



Panels, 0/.6 in. thick, are veneered and glued to flat walnut panels, % in. thick.



Handle Panel molding



Stile is kerf-bent to a 12-in. outside radius.
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A dial indicator (top) and a dial caliper (bottom) are precise machinist's tools that are very handy in the woodworking shop for jobs like setting up equipment and jigs, troubleshooting problems, such as cutter vibration, and measuring wooden parts.



Using Dial Indicators and Calipers Machinist's tools for woodshop setups and measurements by Robert M. Vaughan



E



ighty bucks can buy a lot of nice things for your woodshop. So why spend the money on a pair of machinist's instru ments-a dial gauge and dial caliper-that you probably won't use everyday ? The answer is that these two precision mea suring tools will help keep the machines you depend on running at peak performance and with greater accuracy than ever before. When used either alone or together, a dial indicator and dial caliper are extremely versatile tools capable of dozens of precise measuring jobs in the woodshop. They are useful when making delicate adjusunents to machinery and jigs, such as squaring up a drill press table to the bit, setting the height of a shaper cutter, or adjusting a fence on a router table. Further, a dial indicator is in dispensable for diagnosing machinelY problems, such as warped sawblades or bent arbors-necessary evaluations when buying or repairing used machinery as well. Dial indicators and calipers also earn their keep when directly measuring wood and wooden parts: checking the thickness of a freshly planed board, determining a dowel's actual diameter, or laying out mortises and tenons. When
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used together, the dial indicator and caliper complement each oth er; after precise adjusunents to a machine setup are made with the dial indicator, you can use the caliper to check the effect, by mea suring a test piece cut on the machine. It takes a bit of effort to learn how to use these devices, but no more than what is required to operate a new microwave oven or car stereo. Here I'll tell you how I choose and use dial indicators and calipers in my woodworking shop, including which types to buy (and where to find them), how they operate and how to set them up. And I'll present more than a dozen different applications, to give you some ideas for using them in your own shop.



Dial indicator and caliper tomy-Dial indicators, dial calipers and their accessories are built to exacting standards, and typically capable of measuring minute differences within a few thousandths of an inch. At the heart of both tools is a small gauge, with a watch like needle that shows readings on a calibrated dial. On both tools, d1e dial is movable so it can be set to zero, regardless of needle



ana



gyszaJ



Photo this page: Sandor Na



anczy



position. While these tools come in many sizes and dial configura



d1e runout (the amount that a shaft or disc is out of round) of a



tions, increments on most are 0.001 in., with one revolution of the



sawblade, the plunger is placed perpendicular to d1e flat body of



needle equaling 1/1 0 in. A secondary dial on some dial indicators shows how many times around the needle has traveled.



the blade. On narrow surfaces, such as the side of a thin shaft, a large, flat accessory tip screwed to the plunger makes it easier to



The needle on a dial indicator gauge is connected to a spring



get a true reading.



loaded plunger that moves in and out, turtling the needle via a



When turning a shaft, pulley, etc., to take a measurement, isolate



rack-and-pinion gearing system. Most plungers accept screw-on re



the turning force as far from the part being read by the indicator as



movable tips, which are available in a variety of styles for different



possible. For example, when checking spindle runout on a drill



applications. The gauge attaches to a set of adjustable arms that



press, turn the motor pulley rather than d1e spindle, because hand



allow the indicator to be positioned over or beside d1e part being



turning can deflect the spindle and give a false reading. When



measured. The arms mount to a special base that has an on/off



measuring thin or delicate items, put as little indicator plunger



switch that controls the sU'ong magnets inside, used to clamp d1e



pressure as possible against the surface being measured, to avoid de



tool to a metal surface. The dial indicator is meant to be held sta



flection from the plunger spring. Also, examine the surface being



tionary by the magnetic base while d1e part you wish to measure



checked for large dips, protruSions, burrs or rough spots. These de



presses against the tip of the indicator's plunger. Before taking a



fects



measurement, the indicator's rotating dial should always be turned



can



make the indicator show more runout



than there is.



Getting accurate readings from a dial caliper takes a bit of fi



until the needle reads zero. Now any variation in the measured



nesse. When measuring the outside of a shaft, drill bit, etc., the



surface as the part is rotated or moved past d1e indicator's tip will



caliper's jaws should be positioned at a right angle to the shaft.



be displayed in dlOusandths of an inch by the needle on the dial.



Apply just enough pressure to close the jaws, especially when



Like the dial indicator, the needle on the dial caliper's gauge is



checking wooden parts; some woods compress rather easily. Also,



actuated by rack-and-pinion gearing and reads the motion of two sets



wood movement from humidity changes can affect the thickness of



of jaws designed to take inside or outside measurements.



a part in one area more than another; several measurements



As the jaws



open, a rod slides out the bottom of the tool, for measuring the



should be taken and averaged, for accuracy. Measuring inside di



depth of holes and recesses. Most dial calipers have a small thumb



mensions requires the same technique except on holes wid1 less



wheel for adjustments and a knob to lock a measurement in place. Both of these precision instruments need to be treated with care



than



14



in.



!D.



111e narrow flats on the edges of the caliper's inside



measuring jaws cause d1e indicator to read slighdy undersize.



and should be stored in a covered box when not in use. Wood chips and dust can clog the gears on a dial caliper or the plunger on the dial caliper; a small paint brush is handy for sweeping away dust.



Which tools to buy-Although there are many styles of dial indi cators and calipers, I recommend that the average woodworker



buy a dial caliper with a 6-in. measuring range and a dial indicator with a I -in. range. Since these instruments are tools of the machinist's trade, local machine-tool dealers or industrial suppliers are logical sources. However, these dealers often only inventory medium- to



Applications - You'll find d1ere are literally hundreds of uses for dial indicators and dial calipers around a woodworking shop, but here I'll describe just some of those typical in a cabineu11 aking or furnituremaking studio. Experiment and you'll come up with your own favorite applications.



General machinery setup -Checking adjustment accumcy: Most



machines have handwheel cranks for setting the height or angle of blades and cutters. You can use d1e dial indicator to determine



high-quality instruments with name brands like L.S. Starrett Co.,



how much movement occurs in one crank of the handwheel so



Brown & Sharp and Mitutoyo. A top-quality dial-indicator set and



you can eyeball fine adjustments quickly. Simply set the dial indi



dial caliper can easily run $300. Fortunately, many mail-order ma



cator tip against d1e machine's arbor or spindle, crank the wheel



chine-tool houses offer imported dial indicators, magnetic bases and



once and read the amount of movement. Then repeat this to be



dial calipers that are adequate for woodworking applications and



sure. You can divide this measurement by four or eight and put



toged1er cost under $80 (see the sources of supply box). Often, good-quality, used dial indicators and calipers are avail able at pawn shops. But check them before buying: Push the dial indicator'S shaft in and out and make sure the needle returns pre cisely to d1e same spot each time. If it returns slowly or roughly, particularly when the indicator is upside down, the plunger shaft is probably distorted or bent. If you notice this problem, never squirt oil or WD-40 into the works; it wreaks havoc with delicate working parts. When buying a used dial caliper, check the jaws for dings or alignment problems, and make sure they operate smoodliy.



Principles of se -As versatile as dial indicators and calipers can



u



be, they're like a set of encyclopedias- they must be used to be of any real value. When using the dial indicator on machinery, there are a few general rules to follow. Most importandy, you must un plug the machine before beginning work and never use the dial indicator to read a shaft or surface that's turning under power ! Fix the indicator's base to the machine's metal table or frame or,



if



you're working on a wooden jig, clamp the base in place. Then



position the plunger tip against the part and perpendicular to (or parallel, as in the case of setting shaper knife height) the surface or shaft in the direction you want to measure. For example, to check



A dial indicator will quickly tell you sawblade runout in thou· sandths of an inch. After making sure the arbor is true, the indica tor's base is clamped to the radial·arm-saw table and then the indicator reads wobble in the surface of the sawblade.
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Left: To set the tablesaw miter gauge at a perfect right angle to the blade, a steel draftsman's square is clamped to the head of the gauge and the indicator bears against the square the gauge is slid along in the miter slot. Any change in reading indicates that the gauge head is not exactly square and needs adjustment.



Right: The amount a shaper cutter is raised and lowered can be accurately gauged by setting up the dial indicator with the tip against the top Of the spindle, shown. raising or lowering the spindle the desired amount, take a cut and use a dial caliper to check the results on the workpiece.



tape marks on the handwheel every 90° or 45°, for making even finer adjustments quickly. Checking an out-ofround pulley: Machine rumble and vibration is often caused by an out-of-round pulley, and with the tip of the indicator against the side of the pulley, you can check the pulley's trueness. If the rumble seems to be in sync with the revolutions of the belt, check by putting the indicator tip against either of the inside surfaces of the V-belt groove. Checking shaft or arbor runout: After attaching the magnetic base to the machine's table or frame, set the indicator's tip perpen dicular to and against a smooth part of the shaft. Watch the needle as the shaft rotates and read the amount of runout on the dial. On threaded shafts, slip a flat sleeve over the threads, to prevent the reading from being affected by the grooves. Checking for warped sawblades: Put the tip of the indicator against a smooth body of a blade and turn the spindle by pulling on the V-belt or, on a radial-arm saw, by turning the arbor itself (see the photo on the previous page). Mark any high spots with a pencil, rotate the blade 1 80° on the arbor, lock it on and check again. If the readings for the two blade positions differ, check the saw arbor's runout, as described above.



indicator's tip against the rip fence and, with the fence locked, slide the miter gauge back and forth. Adjust the fence so that its back end reads a few thousandths of an inch farther away than at the front end. Any roughness on the surface of the fence may cause the reading to undulate a bit; so use your best judgment.



as



Tablesaw-Checking the miter slotfor parallel to the blade: Clamp dle dial indicator's magnetic base to the head of the miter gauge; most heads are non-ferrous cast alloy, and so the magnet won't work. After raising the sawblade fully, set the indicator's tip against the face of the blade. ow slide the miter gauge back and forth and watch dle readings. Repeat this operation with dle blade in several positions, in case the blade is warped. Adjust the saw table on its frame as necessary (see "Tuning Up Your Tablesaw," FWW #78) until the indicator reads zero or a minor variation. Squaring the miter gauge head: Clamp an accurate draftsman's steel triangle (or a try square) to the saw's miter gauge, elevating it an inch or two above the saw table with a scrap of wood (see me left photo above). Fix the indicator's base to the table and set the indica tor's tip against one side of the triangle. Now slide the miter gauge back and forth and take a reading; adjust the angle of the head until mere is minimal or no variation showing on me indicator. Setting the rip fence parallel to the miter slot: With the dial indi cator clamped to the miter gauge as described earlier, place the
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Shaper-Setting up shapeI' cutters: For precise cutter-height adjust ment, place your dial indicator's plunger parallel to the spindle so dlat the tip is against the top of the spindle (see the above photo at right). Then, raise or lower the spindle until you've reached me de sired setting, take a cut and use me dial caliper to check the work piece. If the cut is about 0.007 in. below where you want it, use dle dial indicator to confirm that it is raised by the exact amount. The precision fit I get using this method when setting cope-and-stick or glue-joint cutters makes me purchase of these two tools worthwhile. Checking spindle squareness to table: After checking for spindle runout, as described earlier, check for spindle squareness by at taching the base directly to the spindle, using dle base's V-groove if it has one (see tlle top photo on the facing page). Now sweep the indicator around me table; if the needle shows variations from one side to another, the table is out of square.



Drill press -Checking for runout: You can check the runout of your drill press chuck and quill by attaching the magnetic base to the column and putting the dial indicator's tip against the smooth surface of the chuck or against the shank of a chucked bit or rod (see the bottom, left photo on the facing page). Squaring the drill press table: Do this just as described for the shaper, only attach the magnetic base directly to the chuck, or re move the indicator'S mounting arm from the base and mount it directly in the chuck and set the indicator tip against the table. Sizing drill bits: This is an easy job for a dial caliper. If you don't have a caliper, you can use a dial indicator by attaching the base to your saw or jointer table, so that the tip is against the surface, and rolling the drill bit underneath to check its diameter. Use a conver sion chart to change decimals into fractions.



Radial-



ann



saw- General setup: The dial indicator is very useful in performing the numerous adjustments necessary to make a radi al-arm saw cut precisely (see "Adjusting the Radial-Arm Saw,"



Jointer and pJaner-Settingjointer knives: With the base's magnet off and placed on the outfeed table, lock the dial indicator's arms so that the tip, fitted with a flat tip, touches d1e table. Zero the indicator's dial and then rotate the jointer's cutterhead so that one of the knives is top dead center. ow slide the indicator's tip over the knife and move it along its length; the dial should read zero across each knife. Using this method, you can also check if the cutterhead is parallel to the outfeed table. Setting up and using a planer: A dial indicator, fitted with a special base, is very useful for setting the planer's knives, as well as bed-roller height (see my article "Adjusting a Planer Wid1 a Dial Indicator," FWW #70). You can use the dial caliper's outside measuring jaws to check the thickness of stock before or after it's run through a thickness planer.



By attaching the dial indicator's magnetic base directly to the shaper spindle, you can check the squareness of the spindle to the table. Closely watch the dial as the indicator sweeps the table; any change in the dial reading indicates that the spindle is out of square with the table.



FWW #73).



For instance, to check the saw's squareness of cut, first remove the dial indicator's arm from its base and clamp the arm between the arbor flanges that normally secure the sawblade. Lev el the indicator's plunger and place the tip against one leg of a framing square while you hold the other leg firmly against the saw fence. ow pull the saw carriage down the arm and watch the reading; adjust the radial arm until there's little or no variation. Router-Setting up router operations: Dial calipers are particularly handy when working with router jigs and setups. For example, you can easily check the diameter of a router bit wid1 the caliper's out side jaws and just as easily check the width of a groove with the inside jaws. You can also use the caliper's rod for measuring the ' depth of the groove (see the bottom, right photo). Use the dial indicator to check router bits, d1e collet and arbor for runout (see "Tuning up Your Router," FWW #86) or for accurately setting a fence on your router table for cutting box joints, sliding dovetails, etc.



Joinery-Making dowel joints: Standard-size dowels aren't always exact in diameter. Check dowel diameter with the dial caliper; ro tating the dowel while measuring will tell you if it's out of round as well. Use the caliper's inside-measuring jaws to size the hole produced by your drill bit and doweling jig before glue-up, to avoid a too-tight or too-loose joint. Mortise-and-tenon joinelY: Just as with checking dowel diame ter, you should use the dial caliper to check your tenons for prop er thickness, shoulder size and depth, and to check the mortises for proper size and depth, all of which will produce a stronger joint and make glue-up a lot easier. You can also use the dial indi cator to set the fence for either tenon cutting or mortising; the dial will show you how far the fence is moved in or out, so you can make an adjustment within a few thousandths of an inch needed for a perfect fit.
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Bob Vaughan is a woodworking-machinery rehabilitation special ist in Roanoke, Va. Photos by author except where noted.



Sources of supply



Dial indicators andlor dial calipers are available from the following.



W



Enco Manufacturing Co., Bloomingdale, Chicago, Ii Grizzly Imports Inc., Valencia St., Bellingham, WA MSC Industrial Supply Co., Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, Penn Tool Co., Springfield Ave., Maplewood, NJ



NY



Photo: Sandor Nagyszalanczy



Left: To check a drill press chuck for concentricity, attach the dial indicator's base to the column and set the indicator's tip against a chucked drill bit or rod. Any change in reading indicates runout



Right: A dial caliper has special jaws for making several kinds of precise measurements, including a rod that slides out the bottom of the tool for checking the depth of a groove in a frame member.
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O scill ating-Spindle D rum Sander



Insert is ';4-in.-thick by :J3kin.-ao Lexan. Cut a separate insert with ';4 in. larger than each sanding drum.
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T-nuts, 0/16- 18, cauntersunk in subtap far bolting chassis cleat.



Shop-built machine for smoothing curves by Joseph



Fig.
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Konkle



1 : Oscillating-spindle sander



Steel spindle shaft Maple chassis board
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Natch fits chassis cleat.
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Maple chassis cleat



Motor,



Oak edging, o/s)( 1 )( 1 8Y.



%



HP



Carcase On/off switches for drive motor and gear motor



Plywood subtop, %)(17%)(17%



.-
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Tabletop is tempered hardboard, ';4x17'/2)( 17'/2 Pine mounting cleats, 1 '.12 x1'.12x15 and 1 '.12x 1 '/2X 12, are screwed to underside of plywood subtop.



--1------



Gear motor is 0.7 amps, 102 RPM.



Gear motor mounting block, sized to suit gear motor Plywood carcase base,



'i>x15)(15



Plywood base top, %)(16%)(16% Capacitor Spindle rack shelf,



•



%)(2%)(6%



Base unit



Cleats, �x 1 '.12x8'.12, secure carcase to base.



Plywood sides, %)(13%)(15



Casters, Plywood front and back, Yzx13%)(16
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Plywood bottom, %)(16Yzx16%



2



in. dia.



Y



Ou can't beat the accuracy and convenience of an oscillat ing-spindle sander for smoothing the edges of curved work like furniture aprons or legs. You simply cut the pieces wide of the line and then precisely sand to the exact size needed, and you can do this without leaving the sanding scratches so common with an ordinary drum sander. In spite of the spindle sander's utility, its price has kept it out of most home shops like mine, and so I developed an economical shopmade alternative, shown at right and in figure 1 on the facing page. My sander is readily assembled from some fabricated wood parts, a fractional horsepower-drive motor, a gear motor to provide the oscillation, and a handful of common hardware. I glued together pairs of 2-in. long rubber expansion drums of various diameters, like those nor mally used in a drill press or portable drill motor, and mounted them on a carriage bolt to make the sanding spindles. The drive motor rotates the sanding spindle at 1 ,750 RPM, while the gear mo tor provides 1 02 oscillations per minute with 1 1/2 in. of travel.



Assembling the chassis board-This machine started as an



idea and then evolved bit by bit as I worked out the details. I began by clamping the chassis board, shown in the photo and figure 2 on the next page, to my workbench and then moving the motor, drive shaft and other parts around on it until I had figured out how the mechanics were going to work. Then I bolted everything in place. Once I had everything functioning properly, I built the carcase around the chassis board (see figure 1). Begin making the lxS/'8xl7 hard maple chassis board by laying out and drilling the 12, 5J16-in.-dia. mounting holes for the motor, pillow blocks and cleats that connect the chassis board to the tabletop and base. I mounted my components with T-nuts, so I could tighten everything with a single wrench, but regular nuts and wash ers can also be used. If you use T-nuts, drill %-in.-dia. holes to accept them. Then drill the 5J16-in.-dia. screw hole. You may have to relocate some of these holes depending on the motor you use. (Your motor should rotate counterclockwise when viewed from the shaft end, to keep the sanding drum tight in the shaft threads.) Next, I drilled a hole for blade access and used a scroll saw to cut the 1 /'8-in. -high by 3 1/z-in.-wide hole for the drive belt to pass through the chassis. Then I cut two pieces of lxl Y2x7 maple for mounting the self-aligning bronze pillow blocks (bearings that can accommodate the rotating and linear movement of the shaft). The maple mounting blocks provide clearance between the drive shaft and chassis board for the thrust collar and the yoke, which togeth er with the crank arm transfer the gear motor's rotary motion to vertical movement in the shaft. The chassis board attaches to the carcase with a cleat at the top and bottom, as shown in figure 1 . Before assembling the chassis board components, you'll need a %-in.-dia. by 9Y8-in.-long steel spindle shaft with the top end dressed square and drilled and tapped 1 J'4 in. deep for a %-16 carriage bolt. This is an easy job for your local machine shop. To begin assembly, bolt the pillow blocks and their mounting blocks to the chassis. Insert the shaft (threaded end up) through the bottom bearing, the 2-in.-dia. pulley with the V-belt around it, and then the top bearing. With the shaft positioned so its threaded end extended % in. above the end of the chassis board, I slid the pulley up to within Y16 in. of the lower face of the top bearing and locked the setscrew. With the shaft in place, I temporarily mounted the motor so the centerline of the 2-in.-dia. motor pulley would be level with the spindle pulley's centerline when it is centered within its 1 Y2-in. stroke between the two pillow blocks. I used J'4-in.-tbick shims under the motor base to properly tension the V-belt. A little trial and error may be in order here, as the belt must be loose enough to permit the sander shaft to move up and down, yet tight enough so it won't sUp.



PhOlOS:



Charley Robi
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gs: Aaron Azevedo



This OSCillating-spindle sander is an economical and easy-to-build tool that's also a joy to use. It requires less than a sheet Ofp and except for the drive motor, the parts cost less than $100.



lywood



Adiling the oscillation-The yoke, thrust collar and crank arm, shown in the left photo on p. 65, in conjunction with the gear motor, provide the up-and-down motion and should be fabricated next. I laid out the yoke on a face and edge of a l x3'l16X5/'8 maple blank, as shown in figure 3 on p. 65, and then drilled the Y2-in.-dia. bushing holes. It is important that these holes be perpendicular and square to the stock; I held the work in a vise and bored the holes on a drill press. Bandsaw the yoke from the blank and make the two cuts shown in figure 3 to form the mating surfaces for the bushing caps. Now, draw a profile for the yoke bushing caps on two pieces of maple and then clamp them together, aligning the bushing hole centerlines end to end. Drill a �-in.-dia. hole centered on the inter section of the butted centerlines and the clamped jOint, and then sep arate the pieces and bandsaw to the lines as laid out. I tested the bushings' fit and opened up the split at the top of the yoke because more clamping action needed. When the bushings fit securely, drill the o/I6-in.-dia. holes for the machine screws that secure the caps to the yoke and press the lower bushing into the Y2-in.-dia. hole, using epoxy to secure it if necessary, to complete the yoke. Lay out the thrust collar on a %-in.-thick piece of hard maple that is at least 1 %-in. square. Drill a %-in.-dia. hole through the face of the blank for the shaft, and then drill a %-in.-dia. hole through the blank from one edge to the other for the thrust rods, as shown in figure 3. To be sure these holes are parallel to the face of the collar, the blank should be clamped and bored on the drill press. Next, cut two pieces
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Fig.
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Chassis board assembly



Threaded hole,



%-1 6



Motor,



Y2



Steel shaft collar, 3/. in. OD Maple thrust collar, 1 0/. in. OD by % in. Brass washer, PI. in. OD



HP



All bolts are 0/1.-18, lengths to suit.



All T-nuts, 0/16- 1 8



Maple chassis board, 1 x8'l'ex1 7 Maple chassis cleat, 1 V.x1 V.x1 2Y2 Steel crank pin, in. dia. by 2V,. in. long



%



of %-in.-dia. steel rod 1 1'16 in. long and epoxy these into the holes in



and screwed (see figure 1 ). Gravity and cleats screwed to tl1e top of



the thrust collar. Install the completed thrust collar into the yoke and tighten the 'Y16-in.-dia. madline screws. Mount the yoke on tl1e end of the spindle shaft with two %-in. shaft collars, as shown in figure 2. I've found tlut a couple of washers cut from sheet brass and inserted



the base hold tl1e carcase in place. If I built tl1is again, I would in clude storage drawers in the base for my supply of sanding drums, which now takes up otl1er valuable shop space. The sander's l S 1kin.-sq. tabletop, shown in the photo at right on



between the thrust collar and tl1e shaft collars greatly reduce wear on the maple tlm.lst collar.



the facing page, is made from %-in.-thick plywood, surfaced witl1 J'4-in.-thick tempered hardboard and edgebanded with % -in.-tl1ick



I designed my crank arm for 1 12 in. of spindle travel based on an ad I'd seen for a commercial spindle sander. However, the spindle



by 1 -in.-wide oak. Make the top by cutting the plywood subtop to size and the hardboard top slightly oversize, and mark tl1e centers



u"avel can be easily modified for a longer or shorter stroke by chang ing the distance between the shaft holes on the arm. Again, I drew



of botl1 pieces. Use me center mark on me subtop to locate tl1e T-nuts mat will secure tl1e chassis board. Counterbore tl1e tl1rough holes and men insert me T-nuts into me subtop. To provide a lkin.-wide ledge for me Y4-in.-thick Lexan inserts (you need one



the crank arm pattern and drilled the holes in the maple blank be fore bandsawing it to shape, as shown in figure 3. Drill a %-in.-dia.



00



motor. (My gear motor required a 12-i.l1.-dia. hole; don't drill a hole



and an inside diameter Y4 in. larger man each wim a 3 % in. sanding spindle you'll be using), I cut a 3 %-in.-dia. hole centered



until you have your motor.) After bandsawing the outline of the arm, I also kerfed the gear motor shaft hole, and then drilled a 'Y16-in.-dia. hole for tile clamping macl1ine screw. Cut a 2 Yl6 in. length of %-in.



After gluing me hardboard to me plywood so me holes are con cenu"ic, use a flush-cutting laminate bit in a router to u"im me



dia. steel rod and epoxy it into the crank pin hole. With the mechani



edges of me hardboard to size. I glued and nailed me mitered oak



hole for the crank pin and another hole to fit tl1e shaft of the gear



cal parts completed, I built the carcase to house tl1e chassis board.



Constructing the carcase -Because I have a very small shop, I



wanted my spindle sander to be a benchtop model tlut would fit under my workbench when it wasn't needed. But after building tl1e 16-i.l1.-sq. by 1 9-in.-high fir plywood carcase, as shown in figure 1 on p. 62, I found the machine was too tall for comfortable bencl1top use. an afterthought, I added tl1e base (with casters for mobility) to



As



in me hardboard and a 3 Y4-in.-dia. hole centered in the plywood.



edge banding in place, and men glued and screwed me mounting cleats to me underside of tl1e top, as shown in figure 1 . The carcase, top and chassis board can now be assembled. Be gin by marking the center of me carcase base and lowering t11e chassis board into me carcase, locating the spindle shaft directly over me just marked center. Depending on its size, you may have to remove me motor. The 10-in.-wide by 1 3 Y2-in.-high openings



make the unit freestanding and to bring it back down to working



bandsawn into each side of tl1e carcase provide easy access for assembling me machine and for belt adjustments later. Mark me



height. The base is simply a plywood cube that's butt-joined, glued



carcase base, remove me chassis and drill holes in me base for
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3- Oscillating components
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Left: The chassis board is the heart of this machine and holds most of the mechanical parts, including the drive motor, which is bolted to the back side of the board. Above: The crank arm, yoke and thrust collar, clockwise from the bottom, connect to the gear motor and the spindle shaft to provide the up and-down motion of the sander. These maple parts have been in service more than two years with no appreciable signs of wear thanks to the self-lubri cating bronze bushings and the brass washers that protect the thrust collar. Right: The center hole in the hardboard top is % in. larger in diameter than the hole in the plywood subtop, to which it is lami nated. This difference provides a ledge for Lexan inserts, which support the workpiece. Each drum has its own insert with a hole that has an inside diame ter in. larger than the spindle. Commercial sand ing drums that are easily adaptable to this sander are also available.



%



bolting the chassis cleat in place. Elongating these holes slightly will allow minor adjustments to ensure the spindle shaft is perpen dicular to the table after assembly. Reinstall the chassis board, bolt it to the base and then lower the top in place. After bolting the chassis board to the top, drive #8 by 1 V2-in. round-head wood screws through all four sides of the carcase into the top cleats on either side of each bandsaw entry cut. All that remains to complete the assembly is to install the gear motor, but first a few words about gear motors. I used a salvaged motor (from Burden's, 1 000 W 0 St., Lincoln, Neb. 68528; or Northern Hydraulics Inc., 1 2205 River Ridge Blvd., Burnsville, Minn. 55337) that cost less than $10. If you use a salvaged or sur plus motor, it may not be the same one I used. Also, gear motors come with a wide range of specifications-direction of rotation, RPM and power. Motor power doesn't seem to be a factor (my mo tor draws 0.7 amps) and direction of rotation is irrelevant. But based on the specifications of commercial sanders, you should choose a motor that runs between 60 RPM and 125 RPM. Also, some motors will require a separate, running capacitor, an electrical device that is essential to proper motor operation. Check the motor name plate or consult your local electrician for the correct capacitor. You will have to design a platform to mount your gear motor on the plywood base. To determine the thickness of the mounting platform, clamp the crank arm onto the gear motor shaft and insert the crank pin into the yoke. Make sure both the spindle shaft and the crank arm are in the "up" position and then measure from the base of the gear motor to the plywood base. Some final shimming may be necessary to ensure that the crank and the spindle shaft reach top dead center Simultaneously. The gear motor can be posi-



tioned on any radial axis from the spindle shaft. I ran wires to two separate switches, one for the gear motor and one for the drive motor, but you can also wire both motors into the same switch.



Making the ding spindles -I made the sanding spindles by gluing two 2-in.-long commercially available rubber sanding drums together to yield a 4-in.-long sanding face. Remove the stock mandrels, contact-cement the drums end to end, and then slide them onto a Y'6-in.-dia. threaded rod and lightly tighten a nut on each end to hold the drums in axial alignment. After the adhe sive sets, ream out the hole in the rubber to % in. dia. by drilling through with succeSSively larger diameter bits until the rubber easily slips onto a %-in.-dia. by 5-in.-long carriage bolt, which serves as the tightening mandrel. You'll need to grind the shoul ders under the carriage bolt head flush with the bolt's outside diameter. As an alternative, Singley Specialty Co. (Box 5087, Greensboro, N.C. 27435) offers 3-in.-, 4V2-in.- and 6-in.-long sand ing drums that use regular sheets of sandpaper and can be easily adapted to this machine. To use the sander, screw the mandrel with sanding drums in place onto the spindle shaft. I've found that hand-tightening ex pands the rubber sanding drums enough to prevent them from slipping. Spin the sanding drum by hand several times to be sure all parts move freely. If all is well, turn on the motors but be ready to switch them off if anything is amiss. After running your sander for a short time, recheck all fasteners to make sure they are still tight.
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joe Konkle is an amateur woodworker in South Bend, Ind.
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Ova l Semainier



Quick-set veneering a bendableplywood carcase by Reid H. Leonard, Ph.D.



Fig.



1 : Oval semainier



Applied top is cut from plywood, 3;4x1S'I4x2 1'14.



Reveal on edge of carcase is veneered with ebony.



Quarter·matched claro walnut veneer is glued to applied top in press.



Carcase without applied top, 17% in. high Pearwood cap tops leg.



Side supports are plywood, 3;4 XL14 x16'14.



Screws join applied top to carcase.



Tapered oval legs are shaped from ipe wood blank, 1 "A6X;26i8x32.



Space between drawer guides, 2Y,6 in. Screws join legs to carcase.



Notch shaped into leg to fit carcase.



Drawer guides are 'I4-in. by O/Y6-in. oak strips held in 'I4-in. grooves in side walls.



Detail: Pattern for oval carcase Carcase top and bottom are cut from plywood, %x 16x22.



Centerlines



Macassar ebony veneer, glued with PVA and ironed onto outside of carcase Frame is covered with Curv-a-board bending plywood, % in. thick.
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've been participating in arts and crafts shows for years, dis playing a wide range of woodwork including tall, seven-drawer cabinets the French call "semainiers." In the last two decades I've made more than 35 semainiers in sizes suitable as sculpture stands or flat files or for lingerie, jewelry or silverware. I built most of dlese from a secondary wood or plywood and covered it widl veneers from my eclectic collection of exotic and domestic species. Veneer lets me use rare woods in an economical way, and it allows decorative patterns not possible with solid lumber. Aldl0Ugh I've also built round and square semainiers, my favor ite, shown in dle photo below, is oval. But because oval-shaped cabinets, such as those often employed in Parisian Art Deco de signs, are difficult to build by standard coopering- not to mention difficult to veneer-I've developed my own method for oval car cases. It involves wrapping a simple plywood frame widl a special bending plywood, and then veneering it using white glue (poly vinyl acetate) as an adhesive, pressed and quick-set into place widl a regular household iron. In this article I'll tell you in detail how I built my oval semainier, starting widl a plywood carcase.



Fig.



2:



Curved-front drawer



!4



Plywood bottom, in. thick, is cut curved in front and fits into groove in drawer front.



Ebony veneer is applied to face and top edge of front.



Building the carcase - The carcase consists of a basic plywood frame covered with the bending plywood. TIle top and bottom of the case were made first, starting with two pieces of %-in. plywood, each 1 6 in. wide by 22 in. long. After drawing centerlines down the length, width and edges of each piece, I plowed a pair of %-in. wide by 'Is-in.-deep grooves with a dado blade on my tablesaw. Each pair of grooves was centered 47/S in. to either side of the lengthwise centerline (see figure 1 ). TIlese grooves accept the verti cal side walls dlat connect dle top and bottom and form a 9-in.-wide drawer compartment. After plowing the grooves, I drew a 16-in. by 22-in. oval on only the top blank, tacked it to dle bottom blank with small brads, and cut out both ovals at once with a sabersaw. With the two ovals still tacked together, I sanded dleir edges smooth, and then separated them and pulled out the brads. I also cut out the cabinet's two %-in. plywood side supports at this time, each 2% in. wide by 16Y4 in. long. Next, I cut the two side walls, each 16 '12 in. wide by 18'14 in. long, from %-in. plywood. The drawer-facing surface of each side must receive seven grooves, cut with a dado blade, to house the drawer-guide strips. The grooves are laid out on only one side wall, spaced as shown in figure 1 . Since all the drawers are the same depth, this layout work is critical and should be done with a marking knife. Following dle marks, I set my tablesaw's rip fence for the first 'I4-in.-wide by 'Is-in.-deep groove and then dadoed both side walls. I repeated dlis process until all the grooves were done. The 14 oak drawer-guide strips were ripped on the tablesaw to their 'I4X'/16X1 8 final dimensions. They were then glued and clamped into their grooves in dle side walls. Make sure the guides are well seated in their grooves. Having been careless at times my self, I know from experience that a high-riding drawer-guide strip create all kinds of trouble later when you're fitting the drawers. Next I assembled the plywood frame pieces, first applying glue into the dadoes in the top and bottom, and dlen setting the side walls and side support strips in place. The assembly can be cla!11ped, nailed or stapled until the glue sets. It's important to keep the drawer compartment square during glue-up, and so I cut two scrap pieces and temporarily tacked them across the ends of the sides. After the glue was well set, I handplaned the square edges of the side walls dut projected slighdy beyond the top and bottom, and then smoodled them to conform to the oval.



can



Applying the o ering To create a continuous surface on the outside of my semainier, I used CLIl"V-a-board bending plywood
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Leonard built this seven-drawer cabinet, called a semainier by the French, from ebony-veneered plywood, using his own method Of constructing and veneering a curved carcase.
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case. Each drawer front was glued up from two layers of Curv-a board, with a 'l16-in. veneer crossbanding sandwiched in the center, resulting in a final thickness of about 13/1 6 in. To make a caul for the lamination process, I started by gluing up a 3-in.-thick blank from some particleboard scraps. With a pencil, I first marked a centerline onto the blank and then drew the curve by tracing the narrow end of the carcase. This curved line represents the shape of the final outside surface of the drawer front. To get the final caul profile, I followed the curved line, marking another line par allel to and 1 3j1 6 in. (the thickness of the drawer front) inside of it. Then I bandsawed to this line, smoothed the surface of the caul and re-marked the centerline. In preparation for gluing up the drawer fronts, I cut enough Curv-a-board and VI6-in. veneer for seven fronts. I made each front slightly oversize-2% in. wide by 1 1 in. long-to be trimmed later. After spreading yellow glue between each layer, I clamped the



After making a caul from scraps of particleboard, the author clamps up one of the curved drawer fronts to form a sandwich of bending plywood around a veneer center. Scraps of bending ply and veneer cushion the front while it's being clamped.



three-layer sandwich in the caul, using scraps of veneer on the inside and Curv-a-board on the outside, to prevent the clamps from denting the surface (see the top photo). After about three hours of clamp time, each laminated front was removed, but first the centerline was transferred to each new drawer front, to serve as an aid in centering and trimming later. The top and bottom edges of each front were then cleaned up with a handplane, until each was 2 1/4 in. wide. Next I cut the drawer sides and backs from %-in.-thick oak. The sides are 2 in. wide by 1 8 in. long and the backs are 2 in. wide by 9 in. long. The drawer backs are through-dovetailed to the sides, which leaves a 8J's-in.-wide drawer after trimming. After using a dado blade on the tablesaw to plow a groove in the sides and backs for the Ikin. plywood drawer bottoms, I plowed another set of grooves in the sides for the drawer guides, making them slightly wider than the V4-in. -wide guide strips. The bottom of this groove



Leonard employs an unusual method to apply the veneer to the outside of his semainier: PYA glue that he quick-sets by heating the veneer with a clothes iron. Here, he tests the iron's heat on a scrap to make sure it won't scorch the veneer.



was spaced % in. up from the bottom edge of each drawer side. To join the drawer fronts to the sides, I cut %-in.-wide and about 1/2-in.-deep rabbets on the ends of each front. I did this again with



from Paxton Lumber Co., 1 8 1 5 S. Agnew, Oklahoma City, Okla.



each front with a kerf-cutting (also called slot-cutting) bit chucked



the dado blade in the tablesaw, using the saw's miter gauge to guide the crosscuts. A groove for the drawer bottom was cut in



73108. Curv-a-board is a 9mm-thick (a little less than % in.) three



in the router. Finally, I used the inside edge of a drawer front to



ply board with two lauan outer layers glued over a thin, flexible



mark one end of each bottom and then bandsawed each to shape.



center ply. Curv-a-board comes in 4-ft. by 8-ft. sheets and bends



Witl1 all the drawer parts ready, I assembled the back and sides around the bottom, applying yellow glue to all joints. To pin the



parallel to the grain, which runs the width of the sheet. For my first trial with this material, I covered a 1 2-in. -dia. cylinder, and it worked very well. I covered the exterior of the oval semainier frame by wrapping it with a single sheet of 1 7%-in.-wide by 53-in.-long Curv-a-board. I started by tacking one edge of the ply to the front left side wall, wrapping the ply around the back, and gluing and nailing it down with 3d box nails as I worked around the case. I like nails because their heads hold the soft lauan while the glue sets. The Cmv-a



sides to the drawer fronts, I drilled two 3/1 6-in. holes waugh each drawer side and then inserted short dowels. After the glue dried, I tried each drawer with the carcase. Aligning each drawer's center line with the case, I marked the ends of the drawer fronts and then trimmed them with a belt sander held upside down in my bench vise until they fit the openings. After a little more sanding and checking for unfilled holes or defects, the carcase and drawer fronts were ready to veneer.



board moaned in protest while it was bent, but it didn't break. Once the sheet was tacked to the right side wall, I used a sabersaw



Veneering the carcase - I decided to cover the plywood exterior



and rasp to trim the ends flush to the drawer opening. I also belt



of my oval semainier with veneer from a beautiful flitch of Macassar ebony. First I cut enough leaves of the veneer into 18-in. lengths to



sanded the slight overhang on the top and bottom of the case. the edge of the top and bottom around the drawer opening. The nail



cover the approximately 6-ft. circumference of the cabinet when laid out side to side. Then I spread the leaves out on the bench to



heads were set below the surface and the seams between these strips and the main panel were sanded flush. I then filled the holes, as



check the grain pattern, carefully preserving the order in which they came off the flitch. I numbered the consecutive leaves with



well as any other defects, seams or cracks, with auto-body putty.



chalk, and then trimmed their long edges straight and parallel with



Next, two narrow strips of Curv-a-board were glued and nailed to



ed drawers - The drawers for the semainier are basic in their



urv



C



a straightedge and a veneer saw. The leaves for the drawer fronts were taped together into a mat and set aside, to be applied later.



construction (see figure 2 on the previous page), except for their



In lieu of using hot hide glue to attach the veneer or a cumber



curved fronts, which I laminated to match the contour of the car-



some caul for gluing and clamping the veneer, which are the most
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traditional methods, I've developed a procedure that works just as well, but requires less skill and preparation to execute. I applied the veneer a leaf at a time using PYA glue as the adhesive. But instead of clamping the veneer down while the glue set, I used a household clothes iron to set the glue quickly. I used Parabond M447 glue (available from Para Chern, Box 1 27, Simpsonville, S.c. 29681 ; 803-967-7691 ) for this method, which I 've found dries firm ly, doesn't get rubbety and cleans off with sanding better than oth er PYA glues I've tried. To apply the veneer, I first brushed on a fairly heavy coat of glue, applying it to the plywood carcase- not the veneer. The ve neer leaf was then laid down and temporarily held in position with several small pieces of masking tape at its leading edge. The leaf was then pressed down with the iron set on low heat (350"F to 40O"F). I always test a small piece before begilUling, shown in the bottom photo on the facing page, to make sure the iron won't scorch dle veneer. I moved the iron slowly back and fOrdl over the leaf (not too slowly, or scorching will occur) and followed it widl a veneer roller held in my odler hand. TIle method works because the heat evaporates the water in the glue and the roller applies enough pres sure on the plasticized glue to keep dle veneer flat as the glue dries. Once the first leaf was in place, each successive leaf was butted up to the last, attached with tape tabs and ironed on as before, with the area near the seam ironed first. You must be constantly watchful for areas where the veneer has lifted; if heat is applied too quickly, the veneer may be lifted by steam. In fact, I have not been able to use dlis medlod to veneer large, flat surfaces because the iron remains in full contact with the wood, which overheats the surface and scorches or shrinks dle veneer enough to create open seanlS. On the convex surfaces of dle oval carcase, the iron contact ed only a narrow area at one time, so overheating wasn't a problem. After the veneer was applied all the way around, dle excess overhanging dle top and bottom was carefully trimmed off with a knife (you can also use a laminate trimmer) and the edges were lightly sanded. oval panel cut from %-in. plywood, later



An



screwed to the top of the carcase, serves as the semainier's actual



After lacquering the carcase, drawers, drawer pulls, legs and ap plied top separately, Leonard uses wood screws to join the parts together and complete his oval semainier.



top. This applied top was cut slightly smaller than tlle case itself; I drew tlle same oval as before, but this time on a 1 5 V4-in. by



does not shave well with a drawknife or spokeshave-my usual



2 1 114-in. piece. The size difference created a %-in. ledge (also called a reveal) around dle top of the finished semainier.



sandpaper to do the shaping work. I then cut and shaped a slightly



method of shaping such parts. Instead, I used a rasp and coarse



TIle applied top was veneered next, using four quarter-matched



concave notcll 1 2 in. down from the top of the leg where it joins



leaves of claro walnut glued witll urea formaldehyde and secured in a press until the adhesive cured. The edge of tlle applied top was then decorated with alternating bands of Vs-in.-wide holly and V4-in.-wide ebony veneer. The %-in.-wide reveal around the top of



the case, and then drilled pilot holes in the carcase for the screws to attach it. To lend detail, I made four small caps from peatwood and glued them atop the legs. I also chose pearwood for the draw er pulls. I sawed out seven %x7/sx1 1/2 oval blanks on the scroll saw



the carcase that's left exposed after the applied top is screwed on must also be veneered; for this job I used ebony veneer scraps,



and shaped them with a rasp and files. I found it easier to finish the pulls before attaching them to the drawer fronts.



2 in. or 3 in. wide, orienting the grain radially around the edge.



Next, the carcase, drawers and other parts were finish-sanded to 1 80-grit and tllen sprayed witll sanding sealer. After the sealer had



To veneer the drawer fronts, I used a veneer saw to crosscut the mat, taped together earlier, into seven strips. These strips were



dried, I resanded using 220-grit paper, and then topcoated the



tllen glued on using the PYA-hot iron method described above. I



parts with four applications of lacquer. The applied top was then



also glued scraps of ebony veneer to the top edge of each front, to



wet-sanded witll 400-grit paper and sprayed with gloss lacquer, to



hide the laminations. Finally, strips cut from the top and bottom of



give it a lustrous finish. After the finish had dried, I took a good



tlle mat were ironed onto the edges of the carcase just above and



look at the cabinet and decided that the color of tlle walnut was



below the drawers.



too light in relation to tlle ebony. Therefore, I resprayed the top with a black toning lacquer, darkening both the top and the holly



The legs -All that remained to complete my sematl11er was to



ebony band around it. I tllen sanded through the stain somewhat, which gave the walnut a sort of tortoiseshell appearance; tllis was a



make and install the legs and the drawer pulls. I chose an exotic wood called lapacho (commonly called ipe) for the legs; I had managed to select a piece that had a nicely mottled grain pattern



good match for the ebony. All that was left was to screw the legs and applied top to the carcase, and the pulls to the drawer fronts,



and was a good color match to the ebony veneer on the carcase. tarting with four I I V1 6x2%x32 billets, I bandsawed and hand



and then figure out what to fill tllose seven drawers with.



shaped tllem to an oval cross section that tapered at both ends. Ipe



Reid Leonard is a woodworker in Pensacola, Fla.
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Left: Finishes are first leveled out with microfine sandpaper wrapped around a rubber block. The block is moved in long, straight strokes, about 1 ft. long. Water or naphtha is used as a lubricant. Above: Polishing com pounds can be removed from the buffing pad by running the pad at high speed against the end of a stick. The pad will become SOft and fluffy as the compound is thrown off Right: A power buffer, used with modern automotive polishing com pounds, can be one of the most im portant tools in the wood finisher's arsenal. Here the author buffs out the lacquered top of a dining-room table.



Auto-Body Tips for Fine Finishes Swapping elbow grease for a power buffer by Scott Lawrence



Y



ears ago I made a horrible mistake. I had just opened my own refinishing and restoration shop and was going all out to establish a good reputation. When I was hired to refin ish a dining-room table, I knew that nothing less than a flawless, mirror-perfect finish would do. After glopping on numerous coats of lacquer with a cheap, hand-held airless sprayer, I started rub bing out the surface, which now resembled a lunar landscape, wid1 600-grit wet-or-dry sandpaper, pumice and vast quantities of elbow grease. After a few exhausting, anxiety-filled days of backbreaking labor, the perfect finish miraculously appeared. The customer loved the hand-rubbed finish, and I was soon buried in word-of mouth referrals, all expecting flawless finishes. Rapidly approach ing nervous exhaustion, I began to search for ways to speed pro duction and minimize labor. To make a long story short, the method I came up with lets me rub out a tabletop, or any large finished wood surface, in an hour or so. What discovery made this possible ? At some point I noticed that auto-body shops had huge lacquered surfaces to rub out to a smooth high gloss. And a customer having a $25,000 car refinished was apt to be even more fussy than my clients; so these auto-finish guys had to know some tricks. What I eventually found out was
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that these tricks worked on wood, too, making it possible for me to rub out a finish very quickly with top-quality results and to make a profit on even very nasty furniture-repair problems. All I had to do was take advantage of high-tech automotive polishing compounds, abrasive pads and a high-speed, electric power buffer, like the one shown on the facing page. 11us method is not wid10ut risk, as anyone who has used a high speed buffer tell you. 111e difference between success and failure is often just one inattentive second. The tool can be mastered with practice, but I recommend d1at your early efforts be on expend able practice pieces. You can also use the finishing compounds with traditional hand-rubbing teduuques, if you don't want to risk using the buffer. For more on hand-rubbed finishes, I suggest you read Michael Dresdner's article "Rubbing Out a Finish," FWW #72.



can



Automotive products for wood finishers -My rubbing out sys tem is based on items that are readily available at most auto-supply stores. For the initial stage, I sand the surface with Imperial Wet or Dry Color Sanding Paper, lubricated with water or naphtha. This finishing paper, manufactured by 3M Co. (Industrial Abrasives Di vision, 223-6 -01 3M Center, St. Paul, Minn. 55144), ranges from



orange peel, drips and omer defects, let me finish cure at least a week; omerwise, me film will continue to shrink, exposing new de fects as you work I begin wim 1 ,000-grit paper, which quickly levels me surface, but doesn't scratch me way 600-grit wet-or-dry paper does. To avoid gouging or hollowing me surface, I wrap me paper around a rubber block when sanding, as shown in me left photo on me facing page. Work carefully; any gouges you make at this stage must eventually be removed before you achieve a perfect finish. Ordinary naphma from your local hardware or paint store makes a good lubricant wim me 1 ,000-grit paper, but if you're mrifty (some say cheap) like me, a squirt botde filled wim water and a few drops of dishwasher detergent works just fine. Some finishers prefer naphma because it won't raise me grain as water will if you sand through me finish coats. But assuming you've sprayed on two or mree coats of lacquer, me 1 ,000-grit paper is very unlikely to cut mrough to me bare wood. I level me edges of me lacquered piece first, taking short, straight strokes about a foot long wim me sandpaper block Re member, you only want to level me surface, not eliminate all me scratches, and you must be especially careful not to remove too much material at me edges, where finish layers may be minner man at me center of me table. Once me edges are level, move on to me center section, blending me strokes from mere into me edge areas. Wipe off me surface regularly to check your progress. When me surface is uniformly dull and flat, it's time to rub out me surface wim polishing compounds. Meguiar's machine glaze # 1 will quickly remove me light sand ing scratches left by me 1 ,000-grit papers. Apply a generous amount of me compound to me tabletop, smearing it evenly over me surface wim me pad of your buffer. Now you're ready to buff. I generally buff out a 2-ft.-sq. area at a time, and then move onto anomer area. Once me whole surface is done, I make long passes over the entire top to blend me areas togemer. You may have to reapply me compound once or twice before me surface is free of scratches and any remaining orange peel. Generally all the scratches will be eliminated by a few minutes of power buffing. The self-cleaning compound will dry wimin a few minutes and can be blown off wim compressed air or wiped off wim a soft rag. If you're after a satin finish, buff no further. Now switch to a gray Scotch-Brite pad (also available from 3M) backed by a rubber block and use Meguiar's #1 as a polishing compound. I find mat dUs com bination of Scotd1-Brite pad and rubber block produces a smoomer, more consistent rub man Scotch-Brite alone. For a bit more gloss, repeat me process wim me Scotch-Brite and Meguiar's #2 or #3 compounds, which are fmer d1an # 1 . Just be sure to apply consistent rubbing pressure on me block and to keep your strokes straight. For a high-gloss finish, you must first clean me # 1 compound from me buffer pad. This can be done easily by running me pad against me end of a stick, as shown in me photo at right on me facing page. The stick fluffs and separates me fibers and makes it possible for me rotation to spin off any remaining material. After removing any residue from me tabletop wim a damp rag, repeat me buffing operation wim Meguiar's #3 glaze. This should leave a surface d1at is near perfect, wim perhaps just a few swirl marks at most. You can buy ultrafine rubbing compounds (sold as swirl mark eliminators), but I find mat final-buffing wim a clean lamb's wool pad on the power buffer works just fine and leaves less mess to clean up. The final buffing is done wim only light pressure on me tool, wim me pad held at a very low angle to me surface. Be care ful around me edges of me finish: me pad should rotate away from me edge at me point of contact and not into me edge. If everyming has worked as plarmed, you should be able to read me directions on me back of me Meguiar's container reflected in
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1 ,000- to 2,000-grit, which makes d1e 600-grit paper many finishers use seem like a belt sander by comparison. After leveling me surface wim me micropapers, I switch to Me guiar's Mirror Glaze machine glazes # 1 and #3 (Meguiar's, 1 7991 Mitchell S., Irvine, Cal. 9271 4). These compounds are not me heavy color coats that most wood finishers associate wid1 glazes, but are self-cleaning polishing compounds mat break down into finer and finer abrasives as d1ey are rubbed on a surface. The Me guiar's compounds are ideal wim high-speed buffers, like my Black & Decker 7-in. professional model wim lamb's wool bonnet. I've found d1at d1e lower-price tools ruin your hearing and burn out in a couple of monms, but mey still beat hand-rubbing. And I haven't had good results wim me slow-speed orbital waxer/pol isher machines sold in some stores.



Rubbing out a finish-Most of 'me finishes I work wim are lac quer, and that's me finish I'm working wim on me table shown here. But me buffing memod will also work wim many polyurethanes, var nishes and omer film finishes, too. To be sure, mough, try out me technique on a test surface before you risk someming valuable. Before attempting to level out a lacquered surface to eliminate
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the finish surface. If you have the misfortune to notice a flaw that you missed, all is not lost; you can spot-level and buff that area and blend everything together using the same sequence as before.



Repairs with a power bufIer-111e power buffer is one of the mightiest weapons in the finisher's arsenal. In skilled hands, it can quickly remove serious scratches in lacquer that otherwise might have to be patched or recoated. The trick to buffing out deep scratches is to take advantage of both the heat generated by the buffer and the thermoplastic nature of nitrocellulose lacquer, which means the material will soften and spread enough to fill in a scratch in the finish. This tech nique works best wid1 a thick topcoat layer. First, you must make sure the surface being repaired is clean and completely free of



Two different colors of shellac sticks can be used to create a grain pattern in the patch area. Here Lawrence blends some dark lines into the lighter base patch with a hot knife.



Grain patterns and lines can also be simulated with magiC mark ers or special finisher's markers.



After



the damaged area has been filled and the patch has been colored to match the surrounding grain area, the author levels the surface with microfine paper on a rubber block.
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wax or oil. You can remove the wax with naphtha or a commercial dewaxer. Then, using a clean lamb's wool buffer, apply the con tact area of the pad to the scratch and move the pad slowly, about an inch per second or slower, across the damaged area. Within moments, you should see the finish flowing and being forced into the scratch. Minor blistering is no problem since that can be leveled out later. After a few passes, walk around the table and buff the repair area from d1e opposite direction so that you move lacquer from the other side of the scratch. Continue this process until the scratch is filled, or until your nerves can't take it anymore and you tell yourself "close enough." It's better to end up with a mi nor, easily overlooked crease in the surface than risk cutting through the topcoat. Level any blistering or roughness with micro fine paper on a rubber block, and then buff out with Meguiar's # 1 and #3 compounds until the repair area matches the sheen of the rest of the surface. Even experienced buffer operators should try this procedure on a practice piece first, but it's a trick worth learning. It's amazing to see even a deep scratch fill up with lacquer and disappear.



Repairing wood finishes with shellac sticks -Auto-body finish ing technology can be valuable to a woodworker who is faced with repairing or restoring a finish. One of the most challenging repairs for a finisher, for example, is fixing a damaged spot right in the middle of a high-gloss tabletop. The usual technique is to fill the damaged area with liquid shellac by heating one of d1e colored shellac sticks available from woodworking- and finishing-supply houses. You won't usually have any trouble finding a stick wid1 the right color and you can melt enough of it wid1 a match or a hot knife to fill the damaged area so it's level wid1 the surrounding finish. In some cases, however, you may need two different col ored sticks to simulate grain (shown in the top, left photo) or you may need to draw grain lines wid1 a marker, as shown in the cen ter, left photo. I got my markers from Mohawk Finishing Products Inc., Route 30 ., Amsterdam, .Y. 1 2010; ( 5 18) 843-1380. But no matter how skillfully I worked, the repair usually showed some what until I applied automotive techniques to the problem. The microfine paper on a rubber block excelled at leveling and smoothing the repair, as shown in the bottom, left photo. For this operation, naphtha is the most effective lubricant, because this chemical levels the burn-in area faster than the surrounding finish. After leveling out the burn-in area with microsandpaper, a very light rubbing or just a few light passes with the buffer will blend in the patch with d1e surrounding finish. Usually I don't find it neces sary to topcoat over d1is repair. When working with a polyester finish, such as so-called Euro style black lacquer pieces, I would never rub out with anyming coarser d1an 2,000-grit sandpaper. If you have to work regularly on polyester finishes, you might be interested in Mohawk's Gray Lapping Film, a sandpaper-like product that comes in several grades, all finer than the microfine paper. Again, wrap the abra sive around a rubber block for best results. Since polyester doesn't flow out as does nitrocellulose when buffed, the polyes ter finish must be rubbed out with finer and finer abrasives. After sanding the area as finely as possible, buffing with Meguiar's glaze #3 will restore the sheen to the glossiest polyester finish. I also like the fact that the Meguiar's products are about a third of the price of many compounds marketed specifically for rubbing out polyester finishes.
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Scott Lawrence is a professional furniture finisher and restorer in Colorado Springs, Colo. Photos by Gary Weisenburger.
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Photo: Courtesy of Joseph Hennage



ll beauty," according to William Hogarth, "is derived from the infini te form and infinite variety achieved by the With that, the 1 8th-century engraver and satirist put his fin ger on the most important design element of Queen Anne furniture. While the rectangle brings structure and mass to an object, the curve lends it animation and grace. Decoration, in the form of moldings, turnings and carving, is almost wholly dependent on the curve. The delicate balance between CUives and su-aight lines is fundamental to understanding Queen Anne furniture. But curves alone cannot define a group of furniture. What then are the speci fic elements that distinguish the Queen Anne style ? The cabriole leg, shown here and in the drawing on the next page, is the essential feature of all Queen Anne furniture. Apart from its obvious embodiment of Hogarth's "line of beauty," the cabriole leg represents the ultimate expression of form and gentle animation over decoration. It is accompanied in the drawing by several other important elements of the style that also derive from the S-cUlve: the scrolled pediment, scalloped apron, vase-shaped splat and curved chair back. Moreover, during the Queen Anne period, simple fan and shell carvings replaced elaborate inlays and emphasized the beauty of natural wood. And woodwork was built to a human scale, carefully designed for both use and appearance. When examining a piece of furniture, the question "Does this belong to the Queen Anne style ?" is largely beside the point. There is more to be learned by asking "What are the Queen Anne characteristics in this piece ?" or "Do certain elements conflict with the Queen Anne style ?" Only by gaining exposure to a broad range of furniture and familiarity with these hallmarks of design can the reader assess the degree to which a particular piece of furniture satisfies the Queen Anne formula.



cUlve."



The Queen Anne period-Interestingly, Queen Anne never sat in a "Queen Anne" chair, nor did she store her clothing in a highboy named after herself. She never could have guessed that a style of furniture, which saw embryonic development during her reign ( 1 702-1714), would eventually carry her name. Historical epochs are seldom named until well after their time has elapsed, and the Queen Anne period was not identified as such until at least 1 50 years after Anne's death. Even then, the term was coined not on her native soil but in North America. In England, furniture bearing the characteristics of what Ameri cans call Queen Anne is termed "Georgian," after George I, Anne's successor. The architecture of that time period - in both coun tries- is also referred to as Georgian. Perhaps American historians and collectors had an aversion to the name King George (we fought George III in the Revolution), or perhaps the gentle, fluid lines that describe this style of furniture are more readily associat-



This highboy (Connecticut, circa 1 740 to 1 780) is afine example of Queen Anne furniture. The harmony between curves and straight lines, the balance between motion and stasis, and the emphasis of form over decoration are hallmarks of the Queen Anne style.
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nalization-Despite



ed with feminine qualities. In any event, furniture in the Queen



Regio



Anne style



not fully developed in England until at least 10 years



need not apologize for its furniture heritage. In terms of creativity,



after the queen's death, and about 10 years after that in the Colonies.



it stands alone and contributes more than its share to the body of



was



extensive outside influence, America



The Queen Anne period is generally thought to include all early



international furniture history. American Queen Anne furniture is



18th-century American furniture that exhibits most of the afore



dynamic and unique, innovative yet simple, without extraneous



mentioned characteristics. But there's a double fallacy in assigning



frills. And it is generally expertly crafted. What's more, the Queen



a firm beginning and end date to any style period. In the first



Anne style lasted longer and achieved greater sophistication in



place, it implies that as of a certain date cabinetmakers ceased



America than the Georgian style did in England.



As furniture in the Queen Anne style developed in North Amer



working in one style and switched to another. And it suggests that



ica, it began to exhibit distinct qualities in each of the various



all furniture produced during that period was stylistically homo geneous. With respect to the Queen Anne period, it is more con



colonial enclaves. Portsmouth, Boston, Newport, New York, Phila



structive to say that between 1720 and 1760 American colonial design



delphia and Charleston were the major regional style centers of



was



was



in



the period. Furniture from each of these centers exhibits unique



spired in turn by Dutch, Spanish, Italian and even Chinese aesthetics.



and identifiable traits. Through careful documentation of similar



seriously influenced by a popular English style, which



characteristics, furniture historians can often assign provenance



Taste in art is an acquired preference that relates less to a uni



and may even identify a specific maker.



versal standard of beauty than to the basic human desire to be accepted by our peers. In early 18th-century America, colonial cab



Massachusetts Queen Anne furniture, for example, is typically



inetmakers considered London the cultural center and arbiter of



spare. Legs are delicate and graceful, and designs tend to be verti



correct taste. Trade with the motherland provided the colonists with



cally oriented. Newport cabinetmakers were among the first in



fmished goods, and many tools and fabrics to make their own. tittle



New England to make extensive use of carved elements, such as



was



shipped to the ColOnies, except in the South.



the ball-and-claw foot, and C-scrolls and shell carvings on the



(The Southern Colonies had an agricultural economy and few



knees of cabriole legs. Flat stretchers are another unique feature of



English furniture



hardwoods suitable for furniture.) What little furniture reached



Newport chairs. In contrast, New York pieces tend to be rectilinear



Northern ports served mainly as a status symbol for the emerging



and squat, with oversize elements, while Philadelphia furniture is closely related to contemporary English design. The trifid foot is a



merchant class and as a model to enterprising cabinetmakers.



trademark of Philadelphia chairs, as are volutes on back splats and



Given the social, economic and political stature of 17th-century and 18th-century London, it's no surprise that English furniture



spiral scrolls on crest rails. New England furniture tends to be



was admired by the population and emulated by craftsmen in the



more conservative and more innovative than that of the Middle



isolated Colonies. Of course, many colonial cabinetmakers were



Atlantic and Southern Colonies. The complex, independent econo



recent emigrants from England and had been well trained in the



my of New England fostered the development of a furniture style



contemporary furniture style. But independent craftsmen, even



that was more functional and less ornate than English imports. The



those who were trained abroad, were quick to modify these basic



relatively aristocratic, agricultural colonists of the South tended to



designs until their products were as distinct from their English pre



accept fewer digressions from the established English standard.



decessors as English furniture



was



from its continental precursors.



There are several factors that contribute to such regional diversi



This mixing of old with new didn't necessarily create new trends,



fication, the most important being the background and training of



but it clearly illustrates the way in which style and taste evolv�d.



the craftsmen. The Colonies were settled by people from distinct



Elements of the style



Shell carving



.:2



3



+ 5



Curved chair back



____



Vase-shaped splat



Cabriole leg



As shown above, the "line of beauty" illus trated in William Hogarth's Analysis of Beauty (1 753) represents the major com ponent of Queen Anne furniture: the s curve, as employed in the cabriole leg.
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cultures-Massachusetts by the English and New York by the Dutch-who were predisposed to certain styles and technologies. Popular taste also helped dictate the style in which craftsmen la bored. And taste was greatly affected by the prevailing religious, political and economic climate of the community. Finally, a craftsman's work was affected by the materials that were available. New England cabinetmakers had ample supplies of maple, walnut and cherry. These hardwoods are difficult to work, which encouraged conservative designs. ewport and Philadelphia cabinetmakers, on the other hand, had access to imported mahog any, which is perfect for carving, and so their work developed in that direction. Generally, the Northern areas used more indigenous woods than the Southern Colonies, which relied on imported woods. Style -Queen Anne furniture can also be distinguished by three different, discernable styles: high, vernacular and Country. These styles occurred to some extent in all regions of colonial North America. High-style pieces are characterized by a well-resolved de sign and careful joinery. They are usually urban and were directly influenced by English prototypes or design books. They are made of high-quality, expensive woods like walnut or mahogany, and are usually finished clear to emphasize the beauty of the materials. These sophisticated pieces were purchased by the wealthy mer chant class for their best rooms. Vernacular work is an obvious imitation of high-style furniture, but it falls somewhat short of its goal. Either the joinery or the design is not as well executed, and the piece is made of less costly native hardwoods. The finish is clear, but the wood is frequently stained or grain painted to look like mahogany or walnut. Country furniture is usually quite distinct from both high-style and vernacular examples, although evidence of their relationship still exists. Country style pieces might be considered rustic, be cause of their apparent lack of sophistication, but they express great individuality and a colloquial charm derived from ethnic or rural folk traditions. Joinery on Country furniture tends to be straightforward, sometimes crude. The finish does not necessarily imitate expensive materials, and paint is common. Of course, there are many exceptions to these generalizations. Not all high-style pieces are urban, nor are all Country pieces rural. Differences be tween styles are often subtle. Furniture and architecture-The first furnituremakers in Amer ica were also house carpenters, joiners and shipwrights. And this situation persisted well into the 1 8th century, when economic im provements fostered specialization. In rural areas, however, join ers and carpenters continued to build furniture until well into the industrialized 1 9th century. The relationship of carpenter to cabinetmaker reflects the gen eral relationship of architecture to furniture. The book Ten Books on Architecture by Vitruvius (first century B.c.), the oldest written work on architecture in the Western world, demonstrates that the ancients had a system that could be judiciously applied to produce beautiful forms. Italian Renaissance architects, such as Palladio, in terpreted Vitruvius' description of the so-called classical orders and published guidebooks for contemporary builders. In the 1 7th century these were translated into most modern European lan guages, and they ushered in a lengthy period of classical revival in Europe, England and the American Colonies. A classical order is a group of architectural elements combined according to a prescribed formula. The system dictates the size, location, proportion and profile of all members of the order. Math ematical divisions of the base of the column, called diameters, are used to size and proportion every element, from the height



Photo this page: Counesy of Historic Deerfield, Inc., Deerfield, Mass.; drawings:
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McVicker-



From the base to the scrolled pediment, the entrance of the John Williams House in Deerfield, Mass., and the highboy in the photo on p. 73 bear witness to the intimate relationship between archi tecture and furniture during the Queen Anne period. and width of the largest structure to the smallest decorative mold ing. Moldings are used to enhance the appearance of structural supports and to ease the transition between major elements of the order. Each member is composed of one molding, or several moldings, with a unique profile determined by its use or location and the order in which it is found. Plain surfaces between deco rative members can be embellished with carved motifs such as leafage, scrolls or statuary. The triangular area framed by the pediment might carry a cartouche (an ornate scrolled frame). A panel within the frame can display a painting, the name of the owner or builder, or the date of construction. At first glance, Queen Anne furniture may not resemble classical architecture, but a more careful examination reveals certain mem bers of the orders. Then, as now, cabinetmakers were looking for ideas, and the guidebooks that were available served this purpose well. The classical orders provided a vocabulary of design ele ments that could be applied to furniture. Furniture designs re iterated familiar architectural features and cabinetmakers were encouraged to follow the rules of proportion, although less dog matically. The scrolled pediment that added an element of grace and dignity to front entrances (see the photo above) could also be used to crown a high chest of drawers, with the same decorative effect (see the photo on p. 73). Moldings, friezes, pilasters, cor nices and architraves were but a few of the other architectural elements employed in the design of Queen Anne furniture. D Norm Vandal is a cabinetmaker in Roxbury, Vt., a consulting editor to FWW, and author of Queen Anne Furniture, the new book from which tDis article was ted. The book is available from The Taun ton Press, 63 S. Main St., Box 5506, Newtown, Conn. 06470-5506
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Queen Anne style furniture is readily identifiable by a few of its basic elements, such as cabriole legs, scrolled pediments and flame carvedfinials. The author b wed these el ts and applied them to the design of his contemporary Queen Anne bedroom set shown here.
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Designing a bedroom set with period elements by Larry Dern



I



n the 10 years that I've been designing and building furniture, I have consciously tried not to lock myself into a particular de sign style. My goal has been to develop the ability and flexibil ity to design for a variety of tastes and decors. Nonetheless, a majority of my commissions have been for contemporary furniture with clean lines and a minimum of applied details or moldings. However, I was given the opportunity to work with a whole new set of design elements when commissioned to build a Queen Anne style bedroom set consisting of a four-poster bed, a tall chest and a pair of night tables (shown in the photos above). The furniture was for a new house overlooking Humboldt Bay, near Arcata, Cal., built by friends of mine, Bill and Dottie Hauken berry. The 10-ft.-high ceilings, spacious rooms, covered porches, scrolled corbels (rafter support brackets), detailed custom trim work and the grand Honduras mahogany staircase all combine to give the house an elegantly classic yet contemporary look: a style the owners call Southern Victorian. As avid antique collectors, the Haukenberrys had already decided on Queen Nme style furniture for tl1e 24-ft. by 40-ft. master bedroom, but they weren't able to find what they wanted commercially. So they asked me to design a bedroom set using my contemporary interpretation of the Queen Anne style to fit in with the modern amenities of the house. To get a feel for Queen Nme style, I visited furniture stores and checked out libraty books on antique furniture (see Norm Vat1dal'S article on pp. 73-75). Then I begat1 sketching the pieces, accounting
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for the functional requirements of the case pieces and incorporating Queen Anne elements, like cab rio Ie legs, scalloped aprons, broken scrolled pediments at1d flatne-carved finials. Aside from practical and stylistic considerations, I also had to proportion the pieces so they wouldn't be lost in the lat-ge, high-ceiling room. I call the resulting designs contemporary Queen N1ne; they are unmistak ably Queen Nme in appearance, but far from being reproductions.



Blending the period with the practical-The sides of case pieces built during the Queen Anne period were nearly always made from wide solid boards. I decided not to follow this style because I knew that these solid sides also nearly always split due to seasonal expat1sion and contraction. Instead I used cope-and stick fratnes at1d raised-panel sides for the tall chest and the night tables. Another major break with tradition was using doors on the upper portion of the tall chest instead of running drawers all the way up. This was done for practicality because the top drawers become rather inaccessible; adjustable shelves behind the doors provide more efficient storage. In addition, the raised-panel doors are a unifying element atnong the pieces, relating to the fratne at1d-panel sides on all three case pieces and to the two raised panel doors on each night table (see the drawing). Using stiles and rails instead of the typical solid wood sides also allowed for full web-fratne construction between drawers without restricting the side panels. The horizontal fratne members in the
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guarantees a solid base. I didn't carve shells on the knees, which is typical of high-style Queen Anne furniture, because I wanted to preserve the clean, uncluttered look and the simplicity of Country style furniture. Scalloped aprons go with cabriole legs like fish and water, but when researching Queen Anne furniture I noticed many different apron designs. The height and curvature of the leg and knee block, along with the overall proportions of a piece, provide a unique set of criteria for defining the aprons' patterns. I suspect that period cabinetmakers did just as I did and designed the apron curves to provide the best visual effect. I finished the pieces with three coats of satin varnish and rubbed out the last coat with 0000 steel wool and flax soap. The brass hardware from Garrett Wade (161 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 1 0013) was reproduced from period patterns and com plements the clean look of the unstained Eastern black cherry. This commission presented me with a whole new set of design, engineering and construction problems. The departure in style en abled me to expand the parameters of my design vocabulary, and increased my appreciation of period furniture. It was a challenge I'm glad I had the opportunity to accept.



front are mortised and tenoned into the leg posts for strength and stability, and the web frames are dadoed into the raised-panel frame stiles on the sides, which in turn are splined to the legs (see the detail in the drawing). All the drawers, except for the two large bottom drawers on the tall chest, are joined with traditional hand cut half-blind dovetails and they slide on a maple center guide (see the drawing). The fronts of the two bottom drawers on the tall chest join directly to the sides with sliding dovetails. The sides of these drawers are set in in. from each end of the drawer front to allow clearance for a touch of modern technology: a set of Ac curide #3037 drawer slides. The bottom web frame on the tall chest has the traditional dust panel to keep the interior clean. The characteristically Queen Anne cyma curve gooseneck mold ings and the flame-carved finials that cap both the tall chest and the bed visually tie the set together, and create the feel of the peri od. I eliminated the bonnet top behind the curved pediment on the chest, so it would fit nicely against a wall beneath a sloping ceiling. Since I don't have a vast array of shaper cutters geared to the details of period moldings, many of my design decisions were based on the cutters I had. However, the gooseneck molding is such a unique and prominent feature that I hired friend and wood turner Joe Cusimano to grind a set of knives to a pattern that I designed and then I ran them on a large shaper at a local millwork shop to form the moldings. I also had Cus o turn the bed posts after I had mortised them for the headboard, footboard and side rails. When I assembled the king-size bed in my shop, it looked huge with its 7-ft.-tall posts, but it seemed perfectly proportioned against the long north wall of the Haukenberry's high-ceiling room. Probably the most recognizable element of Queen Anne furni ture is the cabriole leg. I knew from the start that the set wouldn't be complete without them. I opted for bracket feet under the tall chest, as opposed to raising it on slender cabriole legs, in order to get the most storage. Fortunately, the night tables were ideal candi dates for the lowboy form: low cases raised on cabriole legs. The legs on the night tables are bandsawn from 4x4s and the upper square section extends all the way to the top of the case, which
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builds a line ofjewelry and desktop boxes, as well as custom furniture, in Trinidad, Cal.
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Glue bottom to front and back rails; butt into side rails.
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Cherry plywood panel, % in. thick



Detail: Top view of corner



Door panel



Top is screwed to web frame through elongated holes.



Door stile



2'AI in. wide, is mortised



Web frame, 1 in. thick by



Front leg



and tenoned together and dadoed into side stiles.
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Center drawerguide track
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Maple center guide laps over and screws to front and back of web frame.
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Guide track is mortised into drawer front and screwed into drawer back.
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These pecan trees grow on a n ut-producing plantation in Georgia. The pecan is the larg est of the u.s. native hickories, but its trunk usually doesn't yield long boards.



Hickory and America s muscle woods by ]on
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've always been a bit surprised that hickory and pecan aren't often used in furnituremaking, even though lots of these beautiful woods are harvested in this country. In fact, the only hardwoods harvested in greater quantities are oaks, poplars and maples, all common furniture woods. About the only time you hear any refer ence to hickOlY is in relation to handles or sporting goods. Timber dealers sort the eight most valuable hickory species into two groups, true hickory and pecan hickory, each of which refers to four distinct species. True hickOlY is one of the heaviest and strongest of our domestic woods. It is remarkably springlike and very resilient when exposed to repeated bending and shock. Even in an age of synthetic materials, hickory maintains its international reputation as the first choice for tool handles, and it is also used for sports equipment, pallets and crates. Despite its iron-like hard ness, you can steam-bend hickory easily and you can machine its creamy white sapwood and light-tan heartwood to a crisp edge. And this close-grained wood finishes well and doesn't require fillers. Pecan hickory has the same attributes as true hickory, al though it isn't quite as hard and dense, and therefore it isn't quite as strong. But pecan is easier to work and its reddish-brown heartwood often has a more mellow figure. In this article I'll tell you a little more about these attractive woods and their working characteristics, and I'll help you identify d1em (see the sidebar on the facing page). I think you'll find that hickory, and particularly pecan, Carya illinoensis (from trees like those in the photo above), are worth a closer look before you plan your next furniture project.
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Ilistory of a tough family-True hickories and pecan hickories are from the same genus, Carya, which is commonly called hick ory. This genus belongs to d1e ]uglandaceae family, which also includes the walnut genus, jug/ans. Although this ancient angio sperm family was once distributed around the world, all species of hickory and walnut were annihilated in ancient Europe by glaciers. Walnut was reintroduced into Northern Europe a couple of mil lenia ago through the trade of nuts, but hickory was never re-es tablished. Thus, hickOlY never had a chance to become part of the European cabinetmaking tradition. Considering 1 7th-centulY America's abundance of walnut, oak, maple, chestnut and cheny, you can understand why colonial craftsmen chose these familiar furniture woods and ignored the hick ories. The North American Woodland Indians taught the settlers to eat the sweet hickory nuts, and the displaced Europeans also learned to use hickory for handles, wagon spokes and archelY bows. Pecan, illinoensis, on the other hand, became popular in the French settlements in the lower Mississippi Valley for the distinct and still-popular French Provincial style furniture. With its cabriole legs, scalloped skirts and framing, beaded edges, and considerable hand-carved decoration, it's a wonder this style found a new medi um in pecan. Although the pecan hickories are the softest of the hickories, none of them are as easy to carve as walnut and chest nut, which the French used in Europe.
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Hickories are bargains -True hickory and pecan hickory are widely available from sawmills and sawyers at prices ranging from



$1 to $2 per board foot. Hickories grow throughout eastern North America, from southern Canada to central Mexico. But genuine pe can, illinoensis) , with a botanical name meaning "the hickory of Illinois," is primarily a Southern species native to the lower Mis sissippi Valley. Since the development of the papershell variety of nuts, however, pecan has been cultivated throughout the Gulf Coast states, from Texas to Nord1ern Florida and Virginia. In fact, Georgia, which was once totally void of this species, now leads the nation in pecan nut production. Unfortunately for the woodworker, orchard-grown genuine-pecan trees produce short lengths of lumber. According to the U.S. Forest Service, there are more than 40 bil lion bd. ft. of standing hickory saw timber in the United States. But hickories are exotics almost everywhere else in the world. Of the 1 5 species of hickOlY worldwide, 3 (which are of litde commercial value) grow in China and the rest grow in the United States. The eight domestic species of hickory, shown in the chart on d1e next page, are commercially valuable, and great quantities of true hick ory are cut for tool handles, target bows, skis and firewood. The hickOlY genus, however, suffers from identity problems here in its
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native range, because both true hickory and pecan hickory are of ten bundled together and marketed as "mixed hardwoods." Here you'll find both hickories mixed with od1er woods like oak, ash and sometimes elm, all of which are used in pallets and crates. Since sawyers may not know what hickOlY species they're cutting, customers can't count on uniformity from shipment to shipment or from board to board. If you're after genuine pecan, you will probably have the best luck in the SOUd1, where most of d1e pecan nut plantations are located. However, d1is isn't a guarantee, be cause true hickories crossbreed with pecans and air-borne cross pollination creates a hodgepodge of hybrid species. This causes botanists to say the hickories are highly unstable.



Working with hickory-Both true and pecan hickories are ring porous or semi-ring-porous woods, with large earlywood pores and smaller latewood pores. However, like walnut, hickOlY'S mel low figure is caused by d1e somewhat gradual transition between earlywood and latewood. This also means that the wood can be planed and turned smoothly, because the cutter edge won't chatter



Identifying hickories If you plan to buy any of the true hickory or pecan hickory species, you must be able to distinguish them from mixed hardwoods, like ash and elm; you might be able to do this with your naked eye. But to distinguish the true hickories from the pecan hickories, you'll probably have to look at clean-cut end-grain samples with a l O-pow er hand lens and compare them with the photomacrographs below. White ash, Fraxinus americana (shown in the left photomacro graph), can be mistaken for hickory, especially if your samples are light-colored sapwood. White ash reveals an abrupt transition from large earlywood pores to dense, more lustrous latewood pores. The smaller pores in the latewood are surrounded by paren chyma, forming light-colored patches against the darker back ground tissue. Hickories, on the other hand, have continuous thin bands of parenchyma, forming fme white lines, that are parallel to the annual rings.



This 10-power photomacro graph of white ash endgrain shows abrupt transition from earlywood to latewood and light paren chyma aro u nd latewood pores. These traits dis tinguish it from the hickories.



Photos Ibis page: R. Bruce Hoadley



Slippery elm can be distin guished from the hickories by its latewood pores inside light colored, wide wavy bands of parenchyma. The earlywood is seen as a narrow strip only a few pores wide.



Slippery elm, Ulmus rubra (shown in the center, left photomac rograph), may be more difficult to distinguish from hickory than ash. With a hand lens, you can see elm also has light-colored wavy bands, which are formed by the latewood pores. In hickory, the bands and pores are separate. Also, elm's earlywood is a narrow strip that is usually just a few pores wide, and the transition from earlywood to latewood is very abrupt. Separating true hickories from pecan hickories is difficult; as members of the same genus, they're very similar. However, shag bark hickory, Carya ovata (shown in the center, right photomac rograph), is ring-porous and reveals a more abrupt transition from earlywood to latewood than pecan. Pecan, C illinoensis (shown in the far right photomacrograph), is typically semi-ring-porous and the transition is more gradual. Also, shagbark does not have bands of parenchyma in the earlywood; pecan does. A
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Shagbark hickory is ring-po rous and distinguishable from pecan by an abrupt transition from earlywood to latewood and by thin bands Of paren chyma that cross its rays only in the latewood.



Pecan, unlike shagbark hick ory, is typically semi-ring-po rous and there is a gradual transition from earlywood to latewood. Its thin parenChyma bands are evident in both the earlywood and latewood.
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Left: Pecan hickory is commonly darker than true hickory. Its rust-colored heartwood mellows in time to a reddish brown with creamy white sapwood. Right: This sample of true hickory, which is the end scrap of 1 - in. -thick by 6-in. -wide tongue-and-groove flooring, is lighter in color than pecan.
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Commercial Name/Species



Shrinkage R T



V



True hickories



Shagbark hickory, ovata Shellbark hickory, iaciniosa Pignut hickory, glabra Mockernut hickory, tomentosa



Pecan hickories



Pecan hickory, illinoensis Bitternut hickory, cordiformis Water hickory, aquatica Nutmeg hickory, ticiformis



Specific Gravity Oven dry weight/volume at R Radial shrinkage, green to oven dry T Tangential shr e, green to oven dry V Volumetric shrinkage, green to oven dry NA Information not available



NA NA NA



NA NA NA



NA NA NA



moisture content



Shagbark hickory has curly, shaggy bark and its small round nuts



are edible and sweet, but difficult to crack. The hard, elastic, reddish tan heartwood is lighter in color than pecan illinoensis) and it's s unded by a wide band of creamy yellow sapwood, especially on ature, second-growth trees.
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Shellbark hickory prefers moist soil, and its range is much smaller than shagbark Shellbark has less shaggy bark and its edible nuts are slightly larger than those from the shagbark, but otherwise the two w are identical.
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Pignut hickory is plentiful in the Appalachian foothills from Massa chusetts to Georgia. The nuts are bitter, but they're used to fatten livestock. Pignut wood is the hardest of the hickories.
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ut hickory tolerates dry, sandy soil and it's found er south than other true hickories. Its small, edible nut is in a thick husk, and its wood may vary due to different growing conditions.



Pecan hickory is primarily cultivated for its nuts, especially the pa pershell variety. Pecan is the largest of all the hickories, growing to ft. and more than ft. in diameter. Its dark reddish-tan heartwood is often streaked with dark brown or black, and it is semi· ring-porous with a more mellow figure.
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ut hickory is plentiful and widespread. It is sometimes mar keted as pecan, but it's lighter in color. It grows farther north where the wood may have a flamboyant figure due to slower growth and a more abrupt transition between earlywood and latewood. Water hickory is native to the coastal plains of the South Atlantic and Gulf Coast states, and prefers swampy soil. This smaller tree's nuts are tiny and bitter, but its wood is very similar to pecan.



Nutmeg hickory nuts are shaped like true nutmegs, hence this tree's name. Its wood has the favorable characteristics of pecan (it's dark and has a subtle figure), but it is easier to work. It may be the connoisseur's choice, if it can be found. It grows in pockets from Texas to the Carolinas, but it isn't plentiful and is seldom separated from other species in sa s.
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or lift and tear out porous earlywood tissue. Due to the extreme hardness of hickory, you get crisp, unfrayed edges when you shape, bore and saw it. And hickories contain proportionally more cellulose and less gum and lignin (the natural adhesive that bonds wood cells together and makes wood rigid and brittle); so sharp bits and blades won't friction-burn as readily as they do on some woods, such as cherry and maple. Despite being so hard, hickory's low lignin con tent makes it one of the world's most limber woods. The four true hickories are especially resilient and have a springlike elasticity. Compared to walnut, hickory has a fine texture and conSiderably more surface luster, making it easier to polish and more appropri ate for rubbed wax or oil finishes. Provided your hickory is seasoned adequately, it doesn't wool up when sanded, and you probably won't need fillers to achieve a glassy smooth finish if you coat it with heavy bodied varnish. These characteristics are com mon to all of the hickories, but there are notable differences be tween true hickories and pecan hickories.



True hickories -The four species of true hickories are harder, heavier and more elastic than pecan hickories. As with many dense woods, true hickories shrink conSiderably when drying, and so the wood is somewhat unstable. True hickories are generally lighter in color than pecan hickories, as shown in the samples above. But you can't always tell the two types of hickories apart by color, because growing conditions may produce true hickory with attrac tive, dark heartwood that can be streaked with rust-red or choco late-brown highlights (see the sidebar). Old, slow-growing true hickories often yield beautifully figured boards, which tool-handle makers grade defective and hence price cheaper than pecan. But these old trees are rare and you have to look for this kind of wood. Second-growth true hickory, which grows rapidly on fields that have been logged, has wide annual rings, light color and straight grain, and this wood is the handle maker's choice. Since this sec ond-growth wood has proportionally more dense latewood, it is stronger. The demand for hickory tool handles is so high that only 25% of true hickory timber ends up as ordinary lumber. And much of the wood that doesn't meet the handle maker's requirements is sold as firewood or converted into chips for smoking meats. In fact, few cabinetmakers have had enough experience with true hickory to tell us about its working characteristics. Pecan hickories-The pecan hickories are slightly softer and easi er to work than any of the true hickories, but genuine pecans are still hard enough to be on par with white oak. Many of the charac teristics that make pecan hickory less desirable for tool handles are what make it ideal for cabinetmaking. Genuine pecan is 20% to 30% more stable than the true hickories. Its average volumetric shrinkage (13.6%, green to oven dry) is less than white oak and sugar maple. As a result, properly made joints in pecan furniture remain snug and, provided the wood is seasoned carefully, warp ing and checking aren't serious problems. And with the exception of bitternut, pecan hickories are darker than true hickories and seldom need staining. Their natural, rust-tan color, shown in the left sample above, mellows in time to a rich and am-active reddish brown when finished with penetrating oil or clear varnish. Even though pecan isn't as elastic and resilient as the true hickories, it is still a first-class muscle wood compared to most of the other common, domestic hardwoods.
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Jon Arno is a wood technologist and consultant in Schaumburg, Ill. Wood samples provided courtesy of A&M Wood SpeCialty, Inc., 358 Eagle St. N, Box 3204, Cambridge, Ont., Canada N3H 4S6; and Constantine, 2050 Eastchester Road, Bronx, N Y 1 0461.
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Smal� electric power caroers are quick and efficient for roughing out stock and cutting fine details. Bartholomew uses a reciprocating caroer to rough out a cedar owl. She will change to a flexible-shaft rotary grinder, like the one hanging by her shoulder, to caroe finer details.



Power Carvers High-speed cutting with hand-tool precision by Judi R. Bartholomew



I



'm convinced that power carvers, such as rotary grinders and electric reciprocating machines, are the best tools for sculpting wood. It may take you a while to get used to the carvers, but once you do you'll find they excel at many carving tasks. Recipro cating devices are great for texturing or roughing out pieces quick ly and accurately. I rely on rotary grinders for removing tool marks, surfacing and polishing. For ultra-fine detailing, I use high speed microgrinders, which have smaller hand pieces than most rotary grinders. When guided skillfully, power carvers can rival the work of an accomplished craftsman sculpting wood by hand. Of course, power carvers may not be suited for everybody. I know carvers who say they can rough out a piece with a mallet and



gouge faster than they can with a power tool. This is true if you can clamp the piece securely, and I often work that way myself. But if I anticipate hours of back-breaking labor on tough wood, I rough out with power. Once most of the waste is gone, power carvers are easier to control than hand tools when working gnarly grains. Since the power comes from the tool, not from a mallet, it is relatively easy to change your wrist angle or move your body to cut in from another side, although the tools can kick back danger ously if you try to cut against the grain. As with any power tool, you must wear adequate eye and ear protection, as well as a dust mask or respirator. In this article, I'll discuss the major rypes of electric power carv-
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ers listed in the chart on pp. 84-85: rotalY grinders powered by an electric motor in the tool or by a flexible shaft connected to a separate motor; high-speed, microcarving rotalY tools often used for jewelry work; and self-contained or shaft-connected tools with reciprocating chisel-like blades. But before discussing specific tools, I'll explain how the various types work.



tary



Ro tools - Rotary grinders, both the self-contained and flex shaft models, are familiar tools in many craft fields. The hand pieces are machined to hold eid1er a collet that can be tightened down on a cutter shaft or a three-jaw Jacobs chuck like those on power hand drills. Some of the simpler machines have built-in col lets d1at only accept certain-diameter shafts. Others have inter changeable collets to handle evelything from tiny dental burrs to lkin.-dia. bits. Frequendy, the devices are equipped with speed conu-ol mechanisms that can be set from 0 RPM to 35,000 RPM or higher; others run at just one or two speeds, commonly between 1 0,000 RPM and 30,000 RPM. A few companies now sell adapters so that rotary grinders can run reCiprocating blades as well. The key to obtaining maximum performance with rotary cutters is to let d1e tool do d1e work. Don't bear down enough to stall d1e motor. I favor a two-hand grip: one hand holds the tool securely while the other guides it. Grasp the tool firmly, but don't strangle it, and don't risk overheating the motors by blocking d1e cooling vents with your fingers. With a flexible-shaft drive, d1e motor is either mounted to a bench or suspended from hooks or brackets. I prefer suspended motors because they can be hung out of the way, right over the work area. But the flex shafts can crimp if bent too far, and so hand-held grinders generally are easier to move
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around since you only have to manipulate a thin electric cord going to the receptacle.



Recipr ting machines- I have been pleasantly surprised by how well the back-and-forth carving motion of these tools works. The tool's usual blade stroke length of 1 mm minimizes the chance of splitting the wood during a cut. A sharp reCiprocating blade can even smoothly scoop with the grain, a maneuver almost un heard of with hand-carving. Curly or fiddleback grains that switch direction without much notice are more easily carved wid1 a gouge at a 90° angle to the grain. On most other woods, you will have more control and less vibration when you work at a 45° angle to the grain. With the reciprocators, the blade vibrates only on contact with d1e wood. As you work with harder woods and increase the pres sure on the tool, the SPM slows down as the carving head compen sates for the load. When this happens, I switch to a smaller blade or take a lighter cut, to let the chisel resume a full stroke and work at optimum capacity. Reciprocators generally come with 5 to 10 blades, which are adequate for most work. I use large gouges for roughing out, V-shaped parting tools for outlining areas and defin ing details, and narrow V-shaped veiners in tight spots. Bent gouges or spoon gouges are ideal for smoothing background areas. I generally sharpen the blades like conventional hand-carv ing tools. For working in hardwoods, I prefer blades with a long primary bevel and a narrow secondary bevel. I avoid secondalY bevels on blades for softer woods, because d1ey can cause tearout.
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Micr ing ders-These high-speed rotaty tools are de signed for llm-icate, precise cutting and polishing, and you may have seen some ll1 your dentist's office_ The hand pieces on these devices are cOLU1ected by a pliable, coiled electric cord, making them very maneuverable in tight places. But because the micro carving machines use finer bits wid1 smaller-diameter shafts, it's critical that you heed the maximum RPM warning on individual bits.
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Evaluating ing tools -As a professional carver, I rely on sev eral types of machines in my work, as explained in the photo on the previous page and in the photo at left. In general, I've found that the machines with ball-bearing components stay cooler, run quieter and more smoodlly, and are longer lived. Many companies market die grinders for metalworking or other trades, and I've list ed a few of the manufacturers that offer flexible-shaft models in the chart or sources of supply box. Specifically, they are Dumore Corp., Enco Manufacturing Co. and Hatzco Industries. Similarly, several other companies are listed that make models which I was unable to review by publishing time. These include Cyclone, Mi cro-Mark and Mini Craft. Before buying any tool, I recommend you try several types of carvers to see what's best for you. Chicago Wheel and Manufa cturin g Co -The 1 8,000-RPM F-1000 model was one of the first power carvers I owned and it has con tinued to be reliable. While it is not particularly suited for delicate work, it does hog wood quickly and very accurately.
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In creating this cherry "Monege" (French for carousel), the author laminated the animal collection at various depths, and then used hand tools, a reciprocating carver and a fleXible-shaft grinder to texture the 1%x22x22 background; detailing was done with %-in. and %2-in. rotary cutters, while ultra-fine polishing was per formed with a hand-held grinder and both diamond and ruby burrs. The plaque weighs about 25 Ibs. and culminates in the 4-in. relief of the gilded gladiator horse shown in the foreground.
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Dremel Moto-Tool- This company offers several constant-, two and variable-speed grinders with a wide choice of bits and acces sories. The model I like best is the single-speed #2750, which has ball bearings and a 28,000-RPM motor. This unit is a reliable, versa tile worker. Dremel also manufactures a cordless model, as well as many of the rotary grinders sold by Sears. I also liked Dremel's flexible-shaft unit (#732) that has a 20,000-RPM motor, a sensitive foot-operated speed control, and ro-
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Left: Rotary grinders are fast, but they produce hefty doses of saw dust. The author's two-hand grip makes it easy to control the tool as it cuts: The rear hand holds the tool securely and the front hand guides the cutter as it moves across the cedar blank.



Right: Reciprocating carvers offer an option for those who prefer the look of tool marks and want to avoid dust. The tools, which cut only when pressed against the wood, as shown, cut smoothly when used across the grain or at a 45° angle to the grain.



tary hand piece that can handle V4-in. and Vs-in. collets. With the hand piece furnished, I could do rough and intermediate work. The motor ran smoothly and coolly, and the cable-end reinforce ments on this model were the best of the machines I tried.



the lever and it's ready to go. This carver did a good job of removing wood when detailing, and it remained cool and quiet throughout.



VIO-HP,



Foredom Electric-Foredom's #CC-30 is a good variable speed machine equipped with the company's standard #30 hand piece and a 36-in. flexible shaft. Even at 1 5 ,000 RPM, it is smooth running and comfortable to handle. The hand piece has a key tightened Jacobs chuck, which will handle cutters with a Vs-in.-dia. shaft. A microchuck can be purchased to hold hair-thin bits, sizes 60 to 80. For fine detailing I recommend its #8 hand piece with collet. The company also offers a motor, as well as models . with different shaft lengths and hand pieces.



I/s-HP



Gesswein & Co.-The Power Carver by Gesswein includes a table top controller unit with transformed d.c. power source; a hand piece with cradle; and lis-in., %2-in. and VI6-in. collets. The grinding speeds range from 5 ,000 RPM to 55,000 RPM, and d1e motor has a reverse switch. Unlike the other models in which the collets slid into the hand pieces easily, I found that changing the Gesswein collets was difficult at times since the hand piece had to be taken apart whenever the collets had to be changed. I tried this model at its maximum speed of 55,000 RPM and found that the hand piece began to scream and heat up. However, Gesswein offers an option al hand piece for hardwoods, which turns at a more reasonable 30,000 maxin1um RPM. Grizzly Imports Inc.-The Grizzly #G-1806 is an 18,000-RPM flexi ble-shaft grinder with an easy-to-operate foot speed control. The unit comes wid1 a stiff, 36-in.-Iong flexible shaft, detachable hand piece and hanger bracket. Its motor makes it a good choice for roughing work.



V4-HP



NSK America Corp.-The variable-speed Electer GX has a sealed d.c. motor that turns up to 40,000 RPM. It comes with Vs-in., %2-in. and VI6-in. collets, a tapered hand piece with a holder and wrench, and fuses to prevent overloading. The burrs change easily with the flip of the chuck control lever located on the side of the hand piece. You need only insert the burr, finger-tighten the collet, flip



Vs-HP



Ptingst & Co_-The Pfingst #CHP-440 has a motor, foot-oper ated speed control, and hand piece that accepts Ikin., Vs-in. and %2-in. collets. I found I had to remove the hand pieces carefully, because the pressed-metal wrapping on the shaft ends could pull out easily. The grinder proved gutsy enough, without bogging down or vibrating loose, even with coarse-cutting bits. Pfingst also manufactures the Carve-Ease model from P.e. English. Rakuda- The company rates its #RA-200 as a professional model reCiprocator. It features an ample 72-in. flexible shaft, which gives (continued on p. 85)
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______ (501) 52(46(-188605)2l5)3.5327-39-80(6691302.7). 48 -0318. (414) 63(32-8122)(81(82.30187)-3)58244733-1.9-3165472. . (80 )((22138(100)8200)-)26492448214-.-162-7374085..3. ((82701(294))16723217)4935--967584-74584091..03. (617) 8 (48-0(899()1517430).81)7-9126-768-11. 276. . (2(0830)(663)16424)-454-295824-9. 28.9 . 19 1



The following companies distribute at least one of the following: reciprocating or rotary machines, flexible shafts, hand pieces, collets, cutters or blades, power-carving kits or accessories. Barap Specialties, CLT Co., Carefree Woodcarving Supply, Craft Supplies USA, Craftsman-Wood Service Co., Dumore Corp., Dupli-Carver Enterprises, Inc., Frank Mittermeier, Inc., Frog Tool Co., Ltd., Garrett-Wade, Harbor Freight Tools, Highland Hardware, Kimball Woodcarver Co., Leichtung Workshops, Marlin Industries, Inc., Sculpture House, Inc., Silvo Hardware Co., Trendlines, Veracka's Carousel Barn, Warren Tool Co., Inc., Wood Carvers Shop, Woodworker's Supply, The Woodworkers' Store,



March/April
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EIedrie S)'ItemS Mao u6lclurer or U.S. DisIrIbutor Chicago Wheel & Mfg. Co.-



Power-C:arriD&



um) Speed



Adion



Motor, ( or



Recommended Range Maxim o/s HP; 18,000 RPM



Collet or %2 in., Yo in.



CuttIng



Handee F·lOOO



DescriptIon



Cyclone/Ch eld Craft Shop- {6(9) 298-2015



150



Flexible shaft with hand piece and motor



Rotary



Ys HP; 0-20,000



el Moto-Tool Inc.(8OO) 437-3635, (414) 554-1390



2750



Hand·held grinder



Rotary



1.15



amps; 28,000 RPM



Ys2



2850



Hand·held grinder



Rotary



1.15



amps; 15,000/28,000 RPM



Ys2 in.



to Yo



3950



Hand-held grinder



Rotary



1 . 15



amps; 5,000-30,000 RPM



to Yo in.



Duty 732 Heavy-



Flexible shaft with hand piece and motor



Rotary



Ys HP; 0-20,000 RPM



Ys2 in.



FreeWheeler 850



Hand-held cordless grinder



Rotary



6v



Model



Flexible shaft with hand pieee and motor



Rotary



(312) 226-8155, (219) 879-8390



esterfi



Drem



Enco Mfg. Co.- {8OO) 621-4145, (312) 745-1500 The Foredom Electric Co. (203) 792-8622



&



Gesswein Co. (203) 366-5400, (800) 544-2043



Grizzly Imports Inc.(8OO) 523-4777, (8OO) 541-5537



Hatzco Industries-



Flexible shaft with hand piece and motor



Rotary



0. 1 1 5 HP; 10,000



801-1785



Flexible shaft with hand piece and motor



Rotary



Yo HP; 16,000



CC-30



Flexible shaft with hand piece and motor



Rotary



R-25



Flexible shaft with hand piece and motor



Rotary



5-30



Flexible shaft with hand piece and motor



Rotary



H-44B



Flexible shaft with hand piece and motor



Rotary



Power Carver



Hand-held mierogrinder with transformer



Rotary



28.5 d.e.; 5,000.55,000 RPM



PH-IX



Hand-held mi



(;,1806



Flexible



LG.(j



Leigh



Flexible



crogrinder crogrindgrinder er crogrinder



with transf shaft with hand piece and motor



shaft with hand piece and motor



Micro-Mark- {8OO) 225-1066, (201) 464-6764



15230115232



Hand-held mi



Mini C onaI Fu nt Systems- (8OO) 288-5331, (301) 785-7200



MB-101O



Hand·held drill



lfilbne



MB-120



EIecter-GX



NSK America Corp.(708) 228-1 175



Cane-Ease



P.C. English Enterprises Inc.(800) 221-9474, (703) 582-2200



(908)



091001



&



CHP-440 CH



-6400 RakudalIbe Japan Woodworker-



P6n�t Co. 561



RA-200



Flex Shaft A& 
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